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ABSTRACT

This project developed computer graphics to display
spatial and statistical data in a functional, appropriate
and articulate manner.

The spatial data creates mappings

of Orange County focusing on traffic zones.

The graphs

display statistical data projecting from spatial areas
presented in a simple form.

The graphs producea by the

system are geared towards an audience involved with
transportation and planning decisions for Orange County.
The graphics employ p::>pulation, income, number of
dwelling units, trip generation and trip production data
based upon the 1980 census.

The po?Jlation, income, and

number of dwelling uni ts statistics include predictions
for 1985 through 2005 in five-year increments.

The trip

generation and production data is divided into six
categories.

These groups of statistics were choosen

owing to their effect on the transportation system and
travel characteristics of Orange County.
The two-dimensional graphs display only spatial
data.

The three-dimensional graphs permit examination of

one data category projecting from a large spatial area or
up to four data categories projecting from one small six
mile square of Orange County.

All graphs presented in a

three-dimensional form can be rotated around two axes.
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CHAPI'ER I

INTROOOCTirn

Project Objective
This project is a graphical display of chosen data
concerni~

Orange County. The intent of the designer is
to aid in the decisions for transportation and planning by
I

presenti~

statistical data and spatial data together in a

for m that would be concise, appealing to the viewer, and
accurate as to the information being imparted.

The

di splays are to be used by persons knowledgeable in the
field of urban and transportation planning as well as
novices in this area.

The oomp.Jter program is not confined

to just transportation and planning concerns.

By adding to

the data base, data pertinent to other areas of interest
can be displayed.

Why Draw a Statistical Graph?
Statistical graphs are an accurate representation
of facts.
understood.

These graphs are clear, easily read and
Statistical graphs can easily be designed

and constructed to attract and to hold the attention of
the user.
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According to Calvin and Stanton Schmid:
Charts and graphs can represent an extremely useful
and flexible medium for explainifl.3, interpreting,
and analyzing numerical facts largely by means of
points, lines, areas, and other geanetric fonns and
symbols. They make p:>ssible the presentation of
quantitative data in a simple, clear, and effective
manner and facilitate comparison of values, trends,
and relationships. Moreover, charts and graphs
possess certain qualities and values lacking in
textual and tabular fonns of presentation. These
values may be Stlillnarized as follows:
1. In comparison with other types of presentation,
well-designed charts are l'TX)re effective in
creating interest and in appealing to the
attention of the reader.
2. Statistical charts represent a very important
form of visual corrrnunication. They provide a
clear, econcrnical, and precise medium for
conveying a message. Moreover, visual relationships, as portrayed by charts and graphs, are
more clearly grasped and ItX)re easily remembered.
3. The use of charts and graphs saves time since the
essential meaning of large masses of statistical
data can be visualized at a glance.
4. Charts and graphs can provide a comprehensive
picture of a problem that makes possible a more
complete and better-balanced understanding than
could be derived from tabular or textual fo~ of
presentation.
5. Charts and graphs can bring out hidden facts and
relationships and can stimulate, as well as aid,
analytical thinking and investigation.
(Schmid, 1979)

Why Select Comp.iter Graphics?
The term comp.lter graphics requires clarification.
The definition by Rogers and Adams in their book on
computer graphics is apropos for this project.
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Computer graphics is the use of a computer to defire,
store, manipulate, interrogate, and present pictorial
output. (Rogers, 1976)
Computer graphics is a passive operation, inasmuch as
the computer prepares and presents the information to the
user.

The user's only interaction with the comp.lter is in

selecting the information they desire portrayed.

Despite

the restrictive interaction between the comp.Jter and the
user, this medium is an attractive one.
advantageous for developing

~re

cally derived maps and graphs.

Computers are

elatx:>rate and mathematiThis is especially

a~li-

cable for maps drawn in pictorial projection, which are
preferable and more effective in

presenti~

spatial data.

They offer advantages in speed, accuracy, and flexiblity.
Computers, notably the modern personal computers, offer
economy and can be exceptionally valuable when a large
number of graphs of a particular type are required.

These

statements closely parallel those put forth by Dr. overstreet.

A sumnary of his argument stating why

Com?Jterized mapping techniques should be used:
1. To speed up the process of map making. Autanation
makes it feasible to translate large masses of
digital data into a graphic medium with speed and
clarity.
2. To improve the economics of mapping.
3. To generate digital data for direct disseminatiai,
and for rapid manipulation to produce, with a
minimum of effort, maps at different scales and
selected contents. Automated techniques can be
applied to develop new and different forms of
presentation.
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4. To facilitate revision and updating of map making.
5. To reduce the incidence of errors.
Each phase of
mapping that can be removed from the frailties of
human judgement and be automated is likely to
become more error free. (Schmid, 1979)
Brief Description of the Cor.lp.iter Program
Whan first presented with a map of Orange Col.l'lty
and its dimensions, concern for

representi~

the entire

county for study on the computer screen arose.

To scale

the county down so that it would fit onto the screen
required a scale of one-fifth inch on the screen equivalent
to one mile of Orange County.

This was sufficient for the

two maps of Orange County, but not satisfactory for study
of smaller areas of the county.

Around the edge of the

original map were markings every six miles.

These markings

offered a solution for dividing the county into smaller
units and to enlarge the scale so that greater detail could
be achieved.

These divisions of the county into six-mile

&Juares, referred to as blocks, have a scale of fourfifths of an inch on the screen being equivalent to one
mile of Orange County.

A total of 31 blocks were required

to cover Orange County.

The smallest unit displayed is the traffic zone.
traffic zone is the area around and including an element
that creates traffic flow.

An

excellent example of a

traffic zone is the University of Central Florida.

In

Orange County there are 460 traffic zones at this time.

A
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The traffic zones are displayed in the blocks.
The program consists of several menus.
of the menus is

allow the user

to

to

The IXJilX>Se

make selections

concerning the type of data they wish graphed and the area
of the county they wish to view.

Menus facilitate

interaction between the cornµJter and the user.
When the program begins, the user will be
confronted with their first menu.
for the program.

This is the main menu

It requests that the user select the

t ype of map they wish drawn.

All the user need do to

indicate his/her choice is press the appropriate key.
The re are five mappings to select from.
is a two-dimensional map of Orange County.

The first

It depicts

Orange County with the 31 blocks outlined and numbered
plus four landmarks; Orlando, Apopka, Lake Buena Vista,
and Lake Apopka.

The second map is a single block with

the traffic zones it contains outlined and numbered.
Again this mapping is two-dimensional.
The last three options are mappif¥3S that are
three-dimensional.

The first two dimensions contain the

spatial data and the third dimension is the graph of the
selected data. The first three-dimensional map is of
Orange County with one data selection projecting from it.
'ftl.e next mappio:J is of one, two, or four blocks that graph
one data selection.

The last mapping consists of one

block being mapped one, two, or four times, each map a
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graph of a different data selection.
displayed simultaneously.

These graphs are all

After the maps have been drawn,

the computer will prompt the user for rotation of the map

or to exit the rnappin;J.

The rotation allows further study

of the graph while exit allows the user to select a new
mapping.

Once all maps have been completed the user

returns to the Main Menu.

CHAPI'ER II

PRCELEM STATEMENT

What the Project Is to Accomplish
The primary ?Jrpose of this project is to
graphically comnLmicate statistical data to the mind of
the user and maintain accuracy.

The presentation needs to

be done in a clear, concise, functional, and articulate

manner.

The graphs should fulfill certain basic objec-

tives of graphs as outlined by Schmid.

The graphs should

be: "(l) accurate representations of the facts, (2) clear,

easily reCki, and understood, and (3) so designed and
constructed as to attract and hold attention" (Schmid,
1979).

The mappings need to be sufficiently detailed to be
useful for study and yet not exceed the capabilities of a
microcomµ.iter.

The program and graphs must be presented

in a manner that is compatible with the educational level
and interests of the audience.
It is most important that when statistics are
presented cartographically, the resultant map
should be capable of giving back to the user
after a minimum of inspection and effort, a clear
indication of the information it was desi9ned to
carry and the main points it has to make.
(Dickinson, 1973)
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Specific Decisions
The first decision was to detennine the hardware
that would be used.

The decision to use the Digital

Professional 350 was based upon the facts that it has a
graphics resolution of 970 x 260 pixels, graphics coDltlands
that uncomplicate the progranming for graphic displays,
and the ability to use up

to

eight colors concurrently.

Second, a judgement was made concerning the type
of graphs 1rost appropriate for the purpose at hand.
Several of the factors that enter into a decision of this
sort are: {l) the nature of the data, {2) the medium of
presentation,

(3)

purpose of the graphs, and

(4)

the

audience for whom the graphs are intended.
Next, a decision regarding the composition of the
data was contemplated.

The data desired had to be

pertinent to transportation and travel considerations.
According to Helly, "It seems that population density and
mean household income usually are sufficient for effective
prediction of the mean number of trips per household"
(1975).

dwelling

It was also detennined that the number of

units per zone would be germane for this project

plus trip generations and productions canpiled by the
state of Florida.

Once the character of the data was

resolved, the method of storage had to be considered.

A

primary requirement of the storage technique stipulates
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that the data need be easily augmented or changed with the
passage of time.
The transfer functions
processi~

to be

used, the data

steps, documents, and other procedures

followed needed
decisions on

outlined next.

to be

link!~

the

to be

This incoq:orates

data files to the spatial data

and the manipulation and organization of the data to fit
the program and equipnent.

This process includes

exploring many alternatives before the final decision on
displayi03 the data

to

features could be made.

best emphasize its significant
Finally, the documents necessary

so that others could use the system and also
system for their needs were determined.

upgrade the

These include a

User's Guide and a Maintenance Manual.
Graphic Design
There are several major considerations
incorporated in my grai;:t1 design.
is size.

The first consideration

The dimensions of the graph are related to ease

of construction, visibility and perceptibility, and are
appropriate for the vehicle of this presentation.

Since

the size of the graphs need to be much smaller than the
original graph, simplicity is maintained instead of
elaborate and detailed graphs.
The profX>rtions of the graph, either in original or
in reduced form, conform harmoniously with this medium of
presentation.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the
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mappiN;j of Orange County is one-fifth of an inch equals
one mile, whereas the original map was one inch equals one
mile.

This proportion was maintained for the mappi03s of
For the rrore detailed maps, a

the entire county.

proportion of four-fifths of an inch equals one mile was
found appropriate.
Position of the graph on the screen
the requir

conforms to

nts of good design and ease of reading. Sane

space is left for prompting the user with menus.

In those

mappi ngs that involve several blocks or views of one block,
the pos itioning of tl e graph becomes even m:>re critical.
"Good cooposition is a matter of obtaining a
harmonious whole through proper interrelation of comp:ment
el ments (Schmi d , 1979).•

The elements of size, weight of

components, and position allow the greatest flexibility
for adjustments.

These statistical charts

closely as p::>ssible

to

conform as

the basic principles of artistic

design, but at the same time remain consistent with a
clear and an accurate portrayal of the data.
•A really good statistical map is to some extent an
artistic creation (Dickinson, 1973)."

'nlese graphs use

•eye-appeal• to stimulate interest in the statistical
data.

The primary method of contributing to eye-appeal is

in the sensible use of color.

Also a sentient arrangement

and design of components is consequential to the artistic
appeal of the graphs.
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Attention to points of detail enhance the quality
of the graph without reducing clarity.
points of d tail and maintain clarity

To increase
two

simple and

separate maps are employed to reduce \fhat would have been
a confused jumble if combined into one.

This is

particularly relevant when interrelationships or change
are being represented.

These correlations or changes

are imp:>rta t and therefore merit separate representation.
Maps drawn in three-dimensional pictorial projection
are roore effective in presenting spatial data than
conventional two-dimensional mapping techniques.

In the

preparation of the three-dimensional ma s, the principles
of axonometric, oblique, and perspective projection were
studied.
Finally, the following rule was followed: "Never
spoil the whole map for the sake of a few extremes•
{Dickinson, 1973).
Graphic Coil1tlunication
The basic qualilty of a statistical chart is judged
by its effectiveness in coranunicatinJ ideas.

Graphic comnunication is oosed on two fundamental
principles. The first and primary principle is graphic
thinking. The second principle is graphic design.
Graphic design is the vehicle that conveys graphic
thought that represents clear and meanir);]ful ideas in
visual form. The preparation of statistical charts is
not a perfunctory, mechanical procedure; rather, it
involves conceptual logic and other basic principles
that might in some way enhance and facilitate graphic
contnunication. An effectively designed chart is
tantaIOC>unt to a visual statement, not frequently
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equivalent to many paragraphs or even many pages of
written words. (Schmid, 1979)
The criteria that constitutes comnunication efficiency is
based upon clarity, simplicity, forcefulness, relevance,
reliablili ty,

meanir~fulness,

and esthetic appeal.

Satisfactory Use of the Program and Maps by an Cl::>server
"'Ihe successful presentation of a series of
statistics does not end when they are comnitted to paper;
there is a final link in the chain yet to be made - namely,
the satisfactory use of the map by an observer"
(Dickinson, 1973).

This created a genuine dilenna,

inasmuch as the task was not merely to translate
statistics into gra hs but to translate then into the mind
of the user.

The concepts of eye-appeal played an

itnp)rtant role in this translation.

'nle educational level

and interests of the observer were also taken into
consideration so that the observer could grasp a reliable
visualization of the ideas.
The transition tetween mappings is facilitated by
the use of menus and prom ts.

The special keys that evoke

a computer response are in color and separated from the
text by the angle brack tts.

Consisteocy throt.X:Jhout the

menus is maintained to reduce frustration of the user.
Revisions and updating of the files is
uncomplicated, particularly since the programs that
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created them are included on a separate diskette.

The

procedure for revising the files is found in Appendix

c.

CHAPrER III
PRX;RA."'1 DESCRIPTI CN

General Description of Geographical Information Systems
For the last several years, there has been a
tr mendous growth in the acquisition of data concerning
the urban area.

The availability of this data obviously

resulted in the need for co@p.iters to store, analyze and
display the data and for the develoµnent of sophisticated
geographic information systems (GIS).

A

geographic infor-

mation system has as its input geographic or location
specific data.

In an article by Teicholz and Nisen, the

four subsystems that constitute an ideal GIS are briefly
described:
1. Data acquisition concerns itself with graphic and

statistical data encoding and input processi03.
Data structures must encompass fX)ints, lines,
surfaces and polygons. Encoding structures include
grids and polygonal types.
2. Data management applies to both graphic and
attribute data and deals with capabilitites such
as report generation, security, data integrity,
and a variety of statistical reporting functions.
3. The data manip.ilation and analytic operation
subsystem applies both to the graphic data base
and the statistics that relate to the geographic
areas of interest. Operations here might include
projections, transformations, combining different
types of data, polygon overlay, statistical
analysis on the data, etc.
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4. Data display obviously relates to the ability to
output maps, graphs and tabular information on a
variety of output media.

(Teicholz, 1980)

This project encompasses both the data manipulation and
analytic operation subsystem and data display subsystem.
Program Flow
The program begins at the Main Menu.

This menu

allows the user to select the graph they desire from five
alternatives.
the program can

The Main Menu is the only point from which
~

exited.

After a selection has been made, the user
progresses through a variety of menus and pranpts so all
pertinent infor ation can be obtained for the graph.

Upon

completion of the graph, a prompt will appear so that the
program can return to the Main

~enu.

For the three-

dimensional graphs this pranpt includes an option to
rotate the current display.
The diagram of the program flow is depicted in
Figures 1 throu:Jh 6.

Notice particularly that the program

is entered and exited only from the Main Menu.
Files
There are two types of files used in this project.
The first are sequential files.

Sequential files store

records in the order in which they were entered.

In order

to reach a specific record, all the records that precede
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Orange Co. Map

Block Selection

3-D Orange County

Several Blocks (3-D)

Several Views of one Block

Figure 1:

Program Flow
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Draw Orange Co. Map

Draw Orange Co. Map

I
Prompt to choose
Block . elect
or
Mai n Menu

1
Prompt to select
block number

1
Prompt to return
to Main Menu

t
Fi gure 2: Orange Co. Map

Menu

to

Figure 3: Block Selection

select Data

t
Caluculate the points

J,,
Draw the graph

t
Menu to rotate gra{il
or return to
Main Menu

J,

Figure 4: 3-D Orange County
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Draw Orange Co. map

Draw Orange Co. Map

Prompt to select number
of blocks

Prompt to select nunt:>er
of views

Prompt to select the
block nwnbe:rs

Prompt to select the
block number

Menu to select the data

Menu

Calculate the points

Draw the graph

Menu to rotate graph
or return to
Main Menu

Figure 5: Several Blocks (3-D)

to

select the data

Calculate the points

Draw the graphs

Menu to rotate graphs
or return to

Main Menu

Figure 6: Several Views
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it must be read.

Sequential files have the advantage of

speed and are used much the same way that one uses keyboard input and screen output.

The following is a list

of the s equential files used in the program and a brief
description of the data contained in the file:
1. menul.dat;l - contains the coordinates for the outline
of Orange County.
2. gri d . dat;l - contains the coordinates for the endp:>ints
of the lines that for m the blocks.
3. la ke . da t;l - cnntains the coordinates for the outline
of Lake Ap:>pka.
4.

bloc knll~ .dat;l

- contains the coordinates for the block

numbe rs in the Orange County map.
5. fil edi m. dat;l - contains the dimensions (rows,columns)
for the block files.
6 . zonelist. dat;l - for each zone that is present in nnre
than one block, this file contains the zone number and

a list of the blocks where this zone can be found.
7. datamax,dat; 1 - contains the maximum aroount for each

data item and is used as the divisor for the data.
8. threed.dat;l - contains the coordinates for the outline
of Orange County and the coordinates for the centroids.
This file is used for the 3-D Orange County selection
only.
9. center.dat;l - also used for the 3-D Orange County
selection to hold the coordinates after they have been
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centered.

These coordinates consist of the outline,

centroids, and data.

This file is killed when 3-D

Orange County is exited.
A

sample listing of the file zonelist.dat;l is depicted in

Figure 7.
The second type of file is the virtual array
file.

Virtual array files are arrays located on a disk.

This means that each element is one record, and this record can contain integer, real, or string data.

The

advantage of the virtual array file is the ease of access
of the contents.

In order to access the contents of any

element of the array, just specify the subscript value(s)
of the array ele ent you want.

In other words, access is

accomplished in the same manner as accessing arrays in
memory.
There are thirty-one virtual array files in the
program.

Each file contains the information on one block.

Each row in the array contains information about a zone,
and each column is designated to house a specific piece of
information about that zone.

To add new data to the file,

one only needs to create more columns.

An outline of the

block file organization is shown in Figure 8.

Row zero

in each file is allocated for information concerning the
block.

The remaining rows are for the zones.

Pach row

contains the following information: (1) the zone number,
(2) the number of points in the outline of the zone,

21

224
226
230
231
233
234
241
257
345
479
510
525
526
527
528
529
53
531
539
540
541
544
579
614
615
616
617
618
619
627
636
637
639
654
655
656
659
666
668
669

2;5
2;5
2;5
2;5
2;5
2;3
1;4;5
9;17
10;18
7;11
11;12
13;21;22
13;14;15
13;14;15;22;23
21;22;23;29;30;31
20;21;28;29
12;13;20;21
12;13
11;19
11;19;20
12;20
19;20
18;19
19;27;28
19;27
1 ;27
18;19;2 ;27
26; 27
26;27
25;26
18;26
18;26
17;18;25
9;17
8;9;16;17
8;16
16;17
24;25
17;24;25
16;24

Figure 7: Sample Listing of the File Zonelist.dat;l
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Row 0 (Block Infonnation)
column
number of centroids in the block
number of points in the outline
1
2 ••• coordinates for the outline
0

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12

13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Row 1, 2,... (Zone Information)
zone number
number of points in the outline
x-coordinate of the centroid
y-coordinate of the centroid
Po1:ulation: 1980
1985
1990
1995
2000
2005
Average incane: 1980
1985
1990
1995
2000
2005
Number of housi~ units: 1980
1985
199~

1995
2000
2005
Trips generated: hcxne base work
home base not work
24
non-home base
25
Disney
26
airport
27
University
28
total
29 Trips attraction: home base work
30
hane base not work
31
non-home base
32
Disney
33
airport
34
University
35
total
36 x-coordinate of the zone number
37 y-coordinate of the zone number
38 flag if zone overflows into another block
39 ••• points for the outline
Figure 8: Organization of the Block Files
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(3) the centroid coordinates, (4) p:>p.ilation, average
income and number of housing units for the years 1980,
1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005, (5) trip generations and
attractions separated into seven catagories, (6) coordinates for the
the zone is

zone nunt>er, (7) a flag to indicate if

~ntained

in rrore than one block, and (8) ti1e

coordinates to draw the outline of the zone.
Description of Each Program

~ule

Main Menu
The Main Menu allows the user to select the mapping
they wish to view or allows the user to exit the program.
All the user need do to make a selection is press the key
that corresponds with the green letter at the beginnirg of
the name of the graph they desire.

A p:>rtrayal of the

menu is shown in Figure 9.
This 11¥:>dule proceeds as follows: The header and
instructions are printed on the screen first.

The program

variables are initialized, then the menu is printed on the
screen.

The keys that trigger a computer reaction are in

green and separated from the text by angle bracketts.

The

inkey function is used by the canputer to detect the
user's response with both lower- and upper-case letters
being accepted.

Only upon entering the program will the

header and instructions be printed.

Once the user has
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GRl\PHIC DISPLAY OF

~E

COUNT'f

The computer will wait for you to make a selection.
Once you have decided which selection you want, look
for the letter between the carats <> and press it.
<O>range County Map with blocks (2-D)
<B>lock selection (2-D)

<3>-D view of Orange County
<S>everal blocks in 3-D
<V>iews of one block (3-D)

To leave the program press <EXIT>

Figure 9: Main Menu
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proceeded to a graph, the menu items only will be
printed on the screen.
Orange County Map
The Orange County Map option is included so that
the user can get acquainted with the arrangement of the
county.

The names of three cities are included plus Lake

Apo?<a to assist user orientation.

Imp.:>rtance is also

attached to this map since it displays the blocks and
their locations.
The Orange County Map is a subroutine that is
called by several Irodules.

If the user chooses any map

that i volves a block, either two- or three-dimensional,
Orange County Map will appear in a reduced size to

the

assist with their block selection.
Several sequential files are necessary to draw the
map .

They are menul.dat;l, grid.dat;l, lake,dat;l, and

blocknum.dat;l.

A brief description of each file can be

found in this chapter under the subtitle Files and also in
Appendix

c.

When the user selects the Orange County Map from
the Main Menu, they have actually selected the module Menu
B.

Menu B begins by calling the Orange County Map subrou-

tine.

The subroutine initializes those variables embedded

in the subroutine, prints the header and begins to color
the county in green.
to

accomplish this.

The line

drawi~

subroutine is used

Next the blocks are outlined in red,
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again using the line draw subroutine, followed by Lake
Apopka being painted in blue.

The block numbers are

printed in magenta in or near each block and the city n:lmes
are printed in black in their approximate locations.

This

completes the Orange County Map subroutine.
Upon control being returned to Menu B, a new menu
will be printed above the map.

It offers

Main Menu and Block Selection.

If the user selects Main

Menu, they return to the Main Menu.

bK>

choices:

If Block Selection

is chosen, control is nnved to the nlock Selection nodule.
Again the inkey function is used to detect the user's
response and an improper response will sound the bell.
Block Selection
Block selection displays the traffic zones that
canpose a selected six mi.le square area of OraN3e County.
Some familiarity with the traffic zones is necessary since
the data that is graphed in the three-dimensional mappi03s

is an average by traffic zones.

Furthermore, a visual ob-

servation of the traffic zones give the user sc.xne insight
as to the travel characteristics of the area.
This module utilizes both sequential and virtual
array files.

The sequential files are filedim.dat;l and

zonelist.dat;l.

There are thirty-one virtual array files,

one for each block.

A description of the files can be

found in this chapter under Files and in Appendix

c.
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The Block Selection module conmences by determining

if the Orange Cot.11ty Map should

be

drawn.

If control had

been transferred f rorn rrx:x:lule Orange County Map to the
Block Selection rrodule, the map is already on

~,e

screen.

Otherwise the map is not visible, so the Orange County Map
subroutine

is called.

Once the map is displayed on the screen, subroutine
Menu C is sumnoned.
bloc k number.

Menu C prompts the user to select a

The subroutine displays each digit as it is

typed in and waits for the RE'IURN key to be pressed before
assessing the validity of the numeral.

If a m.unber less

than one or g reater than 31 was recorded, the bell

rir~s.

Fol lowing the sounding of the bell, the user is prompted
to try aga in and the process of selecting a numeral begins
over.
As

soon as a legitimate block number has been

selected, control returns to the module alorq with the
block number.

At this p:>int the dir.iensions of the block

file are determined and the computer starts drawing the
block.

First it outlines the representation of a six mile

square in red and then outlines the traffic zones.

The

zone numbers are placed in each zone and any zone that is
not completely contained in the block is so noted by
printing in blue the numbers of those blocks that house
it.
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When the display is completed, a prompt appears
that will return the program to the Main Menu.
Three-Di~ensional

Graphs

The three-dimensional graphs go through the same
procedure to convert the coordinates and data into screen
coordinates acceptable to the machine and then to draw the
graphs.

Perspective is inherent in this procedure along

with the capability to rotate the graph.
The coordinate system used involves the X, Y, and
Z-axis where the

x:f

plane contains spatial data, and the

XZ plane contains the statisitcal data.
nates are also employed.

Spherical coordi-

Rho represents the distance from

the viewpoint to the origin.

Theta and phi identify the

direction from which the viewer will see an object.
Figure 10 illustrates the coordinate system and the
following explains the transfonnation.
In order to obtain an irnatJe of a threedimensional object on a two-dimensional graphics
display screen, it was necessary to associate a pair
of screen coordinates (SX,SY) with each triple of
rectangular coordinates (X,Y,Z). The process used to
obtain the screen coordinates is shown in Figure 11.
The position of the viewer is represented by
point P. The display screen is a plane onto which an
object is to be projected. This projection plane is
assumed to be perpendicular to the line OP, and at a
fixed distance D from point P. As the points of the
object are projected onto the projection plane, we
obtain screen coordinates (SX,SY) for each point
(X,Y,Z).
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
The steps in the transformation are the
following:
1. Establishing a coordinate system at the viewer's
eye, retaining the orientation and directions of
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Figure 10: Coordinate System
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Figure 11: Screen Coordinates
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2. Rotating the axis system in order that the Z-axis
of the eye coordinates fQint toward the origin of
the standard axis system. From the viewer's position, the Y~axis of the eye coordinates t:0ints upward and the X-axis of the eye coordinates points
to the left.
3. Converting to a lef t~hand system, by inverting the
x-axis so that it points to the right.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

The BASIC statements for the conversion to eye
coordinates are as follows:
Sl = SIN (THETA) : Cl = COO (WETA) : 82 = SIN (PHI) :
C2 = COS(PHI)
XE = -X*Sl + Y*Cl
YE = -X*Cl*C2 - Y*Sl*C2 + Z*S2
ZE = -X*Cl*S2 - Y*Sl*S2 - Z*C2 + RHO
Screen coordinates than are provided by
SX = D*XE/ZE: SY = D*YE/ZE
(Myers, 1982)

The screen coordinates are scaled according to the
requirements of the PR0/350 and then the graphs are drawn.
Upon completion of the illustration, the user can spin or
tip the graph.
plane.

A spin rotates the graph on the horizontal

The term yaw is also used in graphic nomenclature

for spin.

A

positive angle rotates the graph clockwise.

The tip, also known as pitch, rotates the graph towards or

away from the viewer.

Requesting a negative angle rotates

the graph towards the user.

A spin, tip or ooth can be

requested.
The procedures detailed in this section are
relevant for all three-dimensional graphs.
3-Dimensional Orange County Map
The purpose of this module is to facilitate the
study of selected data for the entire county.
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The module begins by calling subroutine Menu D
which displays the data options.
one item from this menu.

The user may only select

The inkey function is again used

to obtain the users response, and an inappropriate reply
sounds the bell and begins the selection process over.
When a suitable response has been received, the
data is stored in the file center.dat;l along with the
spatial coordinates of the outline and the zone centroids.
The conversion to screen coordinates proceeds, followed by
the

drawin~

of the graph.

Menu F appears upon completion of the graph.

This

menu prompts the user to rotate the graph or exit the
graphing.

If a rotation is desired, the user enters

number of degrees and presses RE1URN.

~~e

The rotation values

are quickly checked by the program to insure that they
fall from -360 to 360, then they are substituted for theta
and rho.

A

new conversion ensues ending with the rotated

graph being drawn.
Upon exiting the graph, control proceeds to the
Main Menu.
Several Blocks in 3-Dimension
The three-dimensional graphin; of the blocks allows
close study of specific data in a localized area of the
county.

Flexibility in the number of blocks that can be

selected increases the user's opportunity for study.
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The module originates with a drawing of a reduced
Orange County Map in the lower left-hand side of the
screen.

This is accomplished by the Orange County Map

subroutine.

The user is then prompted

to

record the num-

ber of blocks they want displayed; either one, two, or
four.

Once the nur.IDer of blocks is known, the block num-

bers are selected.

Subroutine Menu C is used to select

the block numbers.

The screen is cleared after the user

successfully selects proper block numbers, and Menu D is
displayed.

Subroutine Menu D displays the data options.

The user is requested to select one data item.

The spa-

tial data and statistical data are placed in an array
which is then converted to screen coordinates.
progra

The

then draws the blocks.
Wren the display is completed, Menu F appears to

request spin, tip or exit.

The procedure outlined in the

previous sections for Menu F is again followed.
Once all graphs of this module are completed and
EXIT pressed, the Main Menu will appear.
Views of One Block in 3-Dimension
The displays up to this point have allowed the
graphing of only one data selection.

Studying several

data options concurrently would be advantageous in
ing the basic objectives of this project.
fulfills this void.

achie~

This module
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v.Jhen this module is chosen, the Orange County Map
is again drawn in the lower left-hand corner of the
screen.

A

subroutine prcxnpts the user for the number of

vie\:IS (data items) they wish to study; one, two, or four.
The user is next requested to select the block they wish
to view.

This is again done by the Menu

Upon successful completion of
ber, Menu

D

selecti~

subroutine.

C

a valid block num-

appears for the data selection.

Once all the

data has been selected the coordinates for each graph are
converted to screen coordinates and the graph drawn.
\-lhen the plotting is canpleted, Menu F subroutine
appears

to

permit rotation of the views.

If the user has

chosen to rotate the views, the amount of rotation is
reflected in theta and rho, the points are recalibrated
and the views redrawn.
When all rotation is completed and the user has
decided to exit the mapping, control returns to the r.Jiain
Menu.

CHAPTE:R IV

CCl'JCLUSIONS AND SIXiGESTIO'JS
FOR FUTURE USE

Conclusions
The program does satisfy the objectives for which
it was developed.

The graphic displays are portrayed in

an appro riate and articulate manner.

These displays are

geared toward those involved with transportation and planning for Orange County.
the facts.

The graphs accurately represent

The displays are attractively designed and

simply arranged so that it is easier for people to interpret the data compared to tabular methods.

The program

conforms to the paramenters of a microcomputer.

The

microcomputer is advantageous because of economy and the
ease with which it allows more elaborate and mathernatically derived maps.

The data can easily be updated in

order to keep the information current.
Naturally there are several disadvantages with
this project.

Graphics

progranmi~

hinders portability

and the virtual file system is not available on all
machines.

The drawings of the three-dimensional graphs

are slower than desired and require changing diskettes
several times.

The limitations on memory space and
34
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diskette space creates this hindrance plus eliminating
nnre complex graphic displays.

Lastly, the work is

pertinent for Orange County only.

To duplicate the work

for another area requires completely digitizing the
location and gatheriN3 all new data.

The computer

program can be used with few alterations, but all files
will need to be rewritten.
Suggestions for Future Use
By updating the information, the program can
continue to be valid and useful.

The data options can

also be changed to suit the needs of the organization
utilizing the program.
The study of two or roc>re data options could
possibly be done si1 ultaneously by the use of color and
overlay techniques.

The basic programing and algorithms

are already supplied in this program.

Interesting and

colorful hardcopy features could be added to enhance the
use of the graphs.

Finally, more intricate graphs could

be an outgrowth of this project, but such graphs should be

produced by larger (in memory capacity) systems.

APPEi.'1DIX A
USER'S GUIDE

Objectives of the Program
The intent of this prosram is to graphically
cormun icate statistical information concernin:;i
County accurately and pleasingly.
require a

Ora~e

The graphs should

inimum of inspection and effort to leave the

user with a clear indication of the information the graph
was designed to carry and the main points it has to make.
The informatio

portrayed is intented for those involved

in transportation and zoning decisions for Orange County.
The Floppy Disk
Handling Diskettes
Diskettes are magnetic disks that store information
the way an audio cassette tape stores sound.

F,ach

disk~

ette is encased in a nonremovable, protective plastic
cover.

When not in use, a diskette is stored in a paper

envelope.
Take the following precautions when using the
diskettes:
l. Store the diskettes in their envelopes in a horizontal
stack or vertically in a storage box.
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2. Keep the diskettes away from

sunli~ht

If a

and heat.

diskette has been exp:>sed to extreme heat or cold, let
it return

to

Keep

room temperature before using it.

matches and cigarettes away from the diskettes.
3. Do not bend or clean a diskette or touch its exposed

surfaces.
4.

Do

not use paper clips on diskettes.

5. Keep the diskettes away from magnets or tools that may
have become magnetized.
6. Do not place heavy objects on diskettes.
7. Keep diskettes away from dirt and liquids.
Inserting a Diskette in a Disk Drive
On the right-hand side of the front of the system
unit is the dual disk drive.
ettes.

The drive can hold

two

disk-

When a diskette is in the drive and the system

unit is turned on, the drive makes the diskette spin
side its comer.

in~

The Professional can then read the

information that is on the diskette.
To insert a diskette into a diskette drive slot:
1. Take the diskette out of its paper envelope.
2. Push the diskette drive door until it springs open.
3. Match the orange arrow on the diskette with the

ora~e

stripe on the side of the diskette slot in the drive.
(A diskette goes into slot 2 upside-down compared to
the way it goes into slot 1.)
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4. Gently insert the diskette all the way into the drive
slot.

Do not force it into the drive.

5. Press the diskette drive door closed. (Make sure the
diskette is completely in before you close the door.)
The Start-Up Procedure
To start up the system and load the program:
1. Turn on the screen.
2. Insert the diskette labeled P/OS DISKETI'E Vl.7 SYSTEM
into diskette drive slot l (the top slot).

Press the

diskette drive door closed.
3. Press the };X)Wer S\Vi tch on the system unit to "l" ((l\J).
Leave the system diskette in the drive until a message
tells you that it can be removed.
4. When the prompt to insert an application disk appears
on the screen, remove the syster11 diskette and insert
the PRO/BASIC diskette into slot 1.
5. Place the

progra~

diskette labeled Orange Collilty

Mappings into slot 2.

Remember that this diskette is

placed in the drive upside-down.
6. Press the RESUME key on the top row of the keytx:>ard.
7. When the READY appears on the screen, type in RUN
TPRcx;.

The program will now be loaded into the

memory

of the raachine and the Main Menu will appear.
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The Keyboard and Location of Important Keys
The keyboard of the Pro 350 consists of off-white
keys and grey keys.

This program principally uses the

off-white keys, but there are
attention.
middle.

two

grey keys that need

The first grey key is on the top row near the

This is the key marked RESUf'liE.

necessary

to

be loaded.

The RESUME key is

alert the system that PRO/BASIC is ready to
This key canes into play during start-up of

the program.

The other grey key that needs special atten-

tion is the EXIT key.

It is to the right of the RESUME

key in the upper row of keys.

The EXIT key is used to

exit the program while in the Main Menu and to leave any
of the three-dimensional graphs.

Only from the Main Menu

can the user exit the program.
The off-white keys are arranged like a typewriter
keyboard.

There have been some keys added that are not on

a typewriter keytx:>ard, but the only one you will need to
use is the large RETUR1'J key located on the right-hand side
of the keytx:>ard.

The keys are important since they are

the method of cormiunication between the user and the
computer.
The important keys you should locate are m, o, b, s,

v, p, i, h, g, a, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, arrl EXIT.

It makes no

difference if you use capital letters or small letters.
For the numbers, the keys above the alphanumeric keys will
work as well as the numeric keypad to your right.

On

the
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menus that will be displayed, the important keys are in
green and between the angle brackets (<>).

As soon as you

press one of these keys, the computer is aware of your
response and kno\.VS which key you have pressed.

If you

should press one of the other alphanumeric keys, there will
be a short beep.

This is to alert you that a key that has

no meaning has been pressed and you need to press a key
that the computer can fX)Sitively respond to.
There are also instances where the computer needs a
nu'!lbe r.
digit.

These m.nn.bers

could be comp::>sed of oore than one

Instances where this occurs is selecting a block

number or entering the nl.llnber of degrees for rotation.

So

the ccxnputer will know exactly what number you desire,
type in the number and when you have the number you want
displayed on the screen, press the RE'IURN key.

If by

chance you have typed in a number that is inappropriate, a
prompt will appear and again the bell will sound.

Do not

get upset, just try again.
Definitions and the Scale
The maps represent three tmit sizes.

There is the

entire county, the block, and the traffic zone.

The

entire county is just as it sounds, the whole county.
In order to divide the county into units suitable
for viewing, the county has been divided into six mile
squares which are referred to as blocks.
blocks that comprise Orange County.

There are 31
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A traffic zone is the area around and including an
element that creates traffic flow.
zones in Orange County.

There are 460 traffic

The zones are not viewed

separately, but by blocks.

There are instances where a

zone is not completely contained in one block, but in
several blocks.

These zones are noted by an open out'!'-

line and the numbers of the blocks where the zone is
displayed is printed in blue.
The scales used for the maps are as follows: For
the entire county, one-fifth of an inch on the screen
equals one mile of Orange County; for the blocks, fourfifths of an inch on the screen equals one mile of Orao:je
County.
Brief Description of Each of the Selections
Main Menu
The program begins with the Main Menu.
lists the five graphs available.

This menu

This is also the only

point from which the program can be exited.
Orange County Map
This option displays a map of Orange County.
county is displayed in green with a blue Lake Apopka.

The
The

county is also divided by red lines which are the outlines
of the blocks and the blocks are numbered.

The names of

three cities are on the map, located in their approximate
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location.

This map will help you orient yourself with the

organization of the county.
Block Selection (2-D)
If you wish to view any of the 31 blocks, this
is the option you need.

This selection draws the

outline of the traffic zones contained in the block and
their numbers, plus any blocks the zone might also be
contained in.
3-D View of Orange County
This is a statistical graph depicting a selected
data.

The statistical data is graphed by straight lines

projecting from the zone

ce~troids.

line indicates the value of the data.

The length of the
This graph allows

the study of a specific data option for the entire
county.
Several Blocks in 3-D
The graphing of one block or several blocks
simultaneously allows study of a data option over a
specific area in the county.

Again this graph is three-

dimensional with the third dimension representing the
value of the data.
Views of One Block (3-D)
Instead of viewing only one data option, this
selection allows viewing several data items concurrently
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for one block.

For example, this selection can be used to

study the changes in population over several years in one
six mile area of Orange County.
\~alk-ThroLXJh

of Each Module

Main Menu
This menu begins the program.

A colorful header

will appear on the screen followed by instructions for
using the menu.

This is the only time the header and the

instructions will a pear.
menu is printed.

Under the instructions, the

Notice that there are five graphs to

choose from and that each graph begins with a letter in
green between angle bracketts.

This green letter repre-

sents the key you need to press if you want this graph.
Near the bottom of the screen is the message concerning
the EXIT key.

When the Main Menu is on the screen, you

can press the EXIT key in order to end the program.

Now

that the menu is on the screen, make your selection.
Press either the o, b, 3, s, or v key.

Instantly the

screen will go blank and something new will appear.
Orange County Map

By pressing "o", the Orange County Map will be
drawn in full scale.
this is Orange County.

The map starts by announciBJ that
The county appears in green

lowed by red outlines of the blocks.

fol~

Lake Apopka is

depicted by the blue coloring and the nt.nnbers are then
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placed in or near each block in magenta.
touch

to

The finishinj

the map is the labeling of three cities in black.

These names are printed in the approximate location of
each city.

This completes the graph of Orange County.

A two option menu will appear below the header.
This menu will allow you to go back to the Main Menu or to
select a block for closer viewing.

By pressing "m", the

screen will clear and the menu that appeared at the
beginni

of the program will appear again.
Pre

i J the "b" key will erase this short menu and

you will be asked for the block number.

This prompt will

be printed in the area previously occupied by the two

option menu.
To select a block, just type in its number using
either the nl.llleric keys on the top row of the off-white
keys or the numeric keypad.
right of the arrow.

The digits will appear

to

the

When you have the block number you

want, press the HETURN key and the screen will go blank,
followed by two separate prompts to change the disks in
the oottom drive.

After all directions have been success-

fully completed, the block will be drawn.
blocks are numbered from one to thirty-one.

Remember the
If you select

a number not in this range a bell will sound and the
message "Try a New Number" will appear where the number was.

Do as it says, try a nl.llnber fran 1 to 31 and press
RETURN.
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Block Selection (2-D)
When the "b" is pressed while the Main Menu is
displayed, the screen will clear and then a reduced map of
Orange County will appear in the left-hand corner of the
screen.

It looks just like the full size map except that

the names of the cities will not appear.

The map is there

to help you in your selection of a block.
You will next be prompted

to

select a block number.

This prompt appears in the upper right-hand side of the
screen and below it is an arrow.

As

you type in the num-

ber of the block you want, the number will appear to the
rig ht of the arrow.

When you have completed typing in the

number of the block you want, press the REIDRN key.

This

lets the comr:uter know that you have finished typing the
number.

If your number is from 1 to 31, the program will

continue.

If the number is not in this range, the bell

will sound and the message "Try a New Number" will appear
where the number had been.
new number.

Do

as the prompt says, try a

Please make sure it is fran 1 to 31.

After successful selection of a block number, the
screen will clear and the prompt to change the disk in
drive 2 will appear.

The prompt will also inform you

which disk is needed in drive 2.

Please pay attention to

the disk requested and the disk you insert into the drive.
If the block selected was fran 1 to 16, "Disk 2: File #1"
will be requested.

If you selected a block greater
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than 16 "Disk 3: File 13" will be needed.

It is very

ifflEX)rtant to pay attention to the disk needed and make sure
that it is the disk you insert into the drive.
After the machine has gathered the information it
needs off of the disk the screen will clear and a red
square is drawn on the left side of the screen.

This red

square represents the outline of a perfect block.

The

zones are outlined in white and numbered as they are dra\m.
Those zones that are not completely outlined are continued
in other blocks.

This is also indicated by the blue

numbers under the zone number.

These numbers are blcx:k

numbers where the rest of the zone can be

found.

A new prompt will appear on the right-hand side of
the screen when the block has been completely drawn.

wben

you are ready to return to the Main Menu press the RETURN
key.

The prompt to change the disk in drive 2 to wDisk 1:

Program" will appear and once this has been done, the Main
Menu will appear.
3-D View of Orange County
Selecti~

a "3" on the Main Menu begins the process

of drawing a three-dimensional map of Orange County.
Before the map can be drawn, the data that is to be
graphed must be selected.
data menu appears.

After the screen clears, the

The data options are displayed with

the important keys in green surrounded by angle brackets.
The number of selections you need to make is printed on
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the lower right-hand side of the screen.

The important

keys are p, i, h, g, or a followed by a number from 1 to 7.
If a key other than one of these is pressed, the bell will
sound and the computer will wait for you to try again.
Once you have made an appropriate data selection, the
process of changing diskettes begins.
used for this graph.

~en

All the disks are

the prompt appears, insert

MDisk 2: File #1" into drive 2, then when the machine has
procured all the information off this disk, you will be
prompted to insert "Disk 3: File i2" • When all the
necessary information has been received, the

pr~npt

to

insert •oisk 1: Program" will appear.
Nothing will appear on the screen for quite a while
except occasional statements indicating what mathematical
functions the machine is performing.

Eventually the graftl

is drawn, the outline first and then the data lines will
appear in yellow.
Once the complete graph is drawn, a new prompt will
appear.

This prompt will ask you if you would like to ro-

tate the map.

You are given a choice of two rotations:

spin and tip.

You can do both, one, or none.

turn the map like a top.
you or away from you.
given in degrees.

Spin will

Tip will turn the graph towards

The aroc>unt of spin and/or tip is

The degrees can be p:>sitive or negative

and 360 is the most rotation you can ask for.

A negative

number of degrees turns the spin in a col.l'lterclockwise
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direction and the tip towards you.

Positive degrees

creates a clockwise spin and a tip away from you.

To

indicate the aroount of spin, type in the number and press
RETURN.

The comp..iter will now wait for the arrount of tip.

Follow the same procedure.

If you do not wish any spin or

tip, press "0" and RETURN.

Again patience is required

while the machine is doing all the calculations
the

to

draw

graph, but your patience will be well rewarded.

can rotate the graph an unlimited number of times.

You
If a

new data se lection is desired though, you will need to
return to the Main Menu and reselect 3-D view of Oran;Je
County.
If you do not wish to rotate the map press the EXIT
key.

hlhen the EXIT key has been pressed you will return

to the Main Menu.
Several Blocks in 3-D
The "s" key selects this option from the Main Menu.
A reduced Orange County map will appear in the lower lefthand side of the screen and a prompt at the upper righthand side.

This prompt is requesting information as to

the number of blocks you want displayed concurrently.
Your choices are one, two, or four.
priate key.

Just press the appro-

Once this has been completed, a new prompt

will appear in its place.
the block numbers.

This is the prompt to select

After you type in a block number,

press the RETURN key.

If you originally decided on two
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blocks, go through the process of typing in the number and
pressing the RETURN key twice.

If you selected four

blocks, go through the process four times.

A.gain, you are

restricted to numbers from 1 to 31.
Before the blocks can be drawn, the data that is to
be

graphed must be selected.

That is why the screen will

clear and the data menu will appear.
select only one data option.
beginning of your choice.

Again you are to

Press the green key at the

Both a letter and a number are

required.
The prompts to change disks will now corrmence.

block(s) selected will determine what and
changes need be made.

oow

The

many disk

The final disk prompt will be the

one requesting "Disk 1: Program".

Now that all the infor-

mation has been obtained from the files, the graph will be
drawn.
When the graph is completed , you will again be
asked for spin, tip, or to exit the mapping.

If you de-

sire to rotate the map, type in the number of degrees for
the spin and/or the tip.

To notify the computer of the

arrount of rotation, press the RE'l\JRN key when the number
is displayed on the screen.

After the rotated graEti is

drawn the rotation prompt will again appear.
If you are finished with this type of graph, press
the EXIT key and the Main Menu will appear.
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Views of One Block (3-D)
By pressing a "v" when the Main Menu is displayed,
you will have selected several views of one block.

To

begin the process of getting to the graph, the reduced
Orange County map will be drawn and the prompt in the up-

per rig ht-hand corner of the screen will ask for the nl...lITtber

of views you desire.

is needed.
a ppear.

A response of one, two, or four

Next the prompt for the block number will

A response of a number frcxn 1 to 31 is required

followed by pressing t he REWRN key.
is displayed.

Next the data menu

The number of data selections needed is

printed in the lower right-hand side of the screen.

The

i mportant keys to express your choices are in green and
surrounded by angle brackets.

Press the keys which

indicate your choices and the computer will list them.
Do

not forget that each choice consists of a letter and a

number.
The process of changing disks begins now. There
should only be two exchanges.
block nt.nnber selected.
Disk 2 or Disk 3.

The first determined by the

The prompt will request either

Once the information off the file's disk

has been stored in the machine, the prompt to insert •oisk
1: Program" will appear.

Upon successful completion of

switching disks has been accomplished, the graph(s) will
be drawn.
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Once the views have been displayed, you will be
given the opportunity to rotate the views.

Type in the

arrount of spin and/or tip followed by pressin:J the RETURN
key and the rotated views will be displayed.
Press the EXIT key and the Main Menu will
reappear.

APPENDIX B
PRffiRAM LISTIN3

10

REM *** Main Menu ***

20

REM

30

REM

40

45

REJVl
REM

50
60

REM
REM

65
70
75
80
85

REM
REM *** Initialize the vie~rt
SET VIE\-vPORT 0,1,0,.625
DI M N$ (4) , VI E\-J (4) ,DIV (4)

Rflv1

Important keys in this section
o,O - Orange County Map
b,B - Block Selection
3 - 3-D Orange County
s,S - Several Blocks in 3-D
v,V - Several views of one block

90

REM

95
100
105

REM *** Header and instructions
CLEAR
SET COLOR 4 \SET COLORMAP 4,1,.8,0 \SET
CHARACTEH SIZE . 03,.06
SET ITALICS -10 \SET POSITION (.02,.9)
GRAPHIC PRINr 'Graphic Display of Orange County'
SET ITALICS 0 \ SET CHARACTER SIZE 1.6/80,1/24
SET COLOR 7 \ SET POSITIOO (0, .8)
GRAPHIC PRINT 'The computer will wait for you to
make a selection. '
SET POSITION (0,.76)
GRAPHIC PRINI' 'Once you have decided which
selection you want, look'
SET POSITIClJ (0,.72)
GRAPHIC PRINT 'for the letter between the carates
<>and press it.'
REM
REM *** Initialize the variables
SIZE=0 \ N=0 \ NUM=0 \ WRMODE=4 \ XPQ5=0 \ YPCS=0
\ VNUM=0
DU~1Y=0 \ CNT=0 \A$="" \ SELECT$="" \ ~$='
SET CHARACTER SPACUJJ .02,0
REM
REM *** Menu choices
SET POSITI~ (.16,.6) \ GRAPHIC PRINT 'l. <'
SET COLOR 2 \ SET POSITIOO (. 24,. 6) \ GRAPHIC

110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
165

170
171
175
180
185
190

111

PRINT 'O'
52

53
195
200

SE:!' COLOR 7\ SE'T POSITICl~ (.26,.6)
GRAPHIC PfilNT '>range County Map with blocks
(2-D)

205
210
215
220
225
230
235
240
245

250
255
260

I

IID"-1

SET POSITION (.16,.5)\ GRAPHIC PRINT '2. <'
SET COLOR 2\ SET POSITIQ\l (.24,.5)\ GRAPHIC PRINT
'B'
SET COLOR 7\ SET POSITION (.26,.5)\ GRAPHIC PRINT
'>lock selection (2~D)
REM

SET POSITION (.16,.4)\ GRAPHIC PRINT '3. <'
SET COLOR 2\ SE'T POSITICN (.24,.4)\ GAAPHIC PRINT
'3'
SET COLOR 7\ SET POSITION (.26,.4)
GRAPHIC PRH1I' '>-D view of Orange County'
REM
SET POSITION (.16,.3)\ GRAPHIC PRINT '4. <'
SET COLOR 2\ SET POSIT! Cl'J (. 24,. 3) \ GRAPHIC PRINT
IS I

265
270
275
280
285

SET COLOR 7\ SET POSITIC1'1 (.26,.3)
GRAPHIC PRINI' '>everal blocks in 3-D'
REM

SET POSITION (.16,.2)\ GRAPHIC PRINT '5. <'
SET COLOR 2\ SE:r POSITICN (.24,.2)\ GRAPHIC PRINT

'V'
290
295
300
305
310
315
320
325

SET COLOR 7\ SET POSITION (.26,.2)
GRAPHIC PRINI' '>iews of one block (3-D)'
REM

SET POSITION (.1,.05)\ GRAPHIC PRINT 'To leave
the program press <'
SET COLOR 3\ SET POSITION (.66,.05)\ GRAPHIC
PRUIT I EXIT'
SET COLOR 7\ SET POSITICl-J (.74,.05)\ GRAPHIC
PRINT '>'
REM
REM *** Inkey function to detect the user's response
to the menu
CALL INKEY (A$)\ IF A$='"' THEN Garo 330
IF A$='o' CR A$='O' OR A$='0' THEN Garo 6500

33QJ
335
340
345
350
355
360
365
370
375

IF A$=CHR$(155) THEN CLEAH\ END
PRINT CHR${7)\ GOTO 330
REM
REM *** End of Main Menu ***

380
385

R&"1
RPM

1000
1005
1010

REM *** Map of Orange County in 2-Dimensions ***
REM
REM ** Variables used in this section

IF A$='b' Q~ A$='B' THEN GOTO 2000

IF A$='3' THEN GOTO 3000
A$='s' OH A$='S' THEN GOTO 4000
IF A$='v' OR A$='V' THEN GOTO 5000

IF
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HHS

RF.M

1020
1025
1030
1035
1040
1045
1050

REM
REM

REM
REM

xf ill,yfill - points to fill from
x,y,xl,yl - outline coordinates
size - flag to indicate full or reduced map
n - number of p:>ints in the outline

** Files used in this section

REM

REM

Menul.dat;l - a:mtains coordinates for the
outline of the county
Grid.dat;l - contains the endp:>ints of the
block lines
Blocknum.dat;l - cnntains the coordinates for
the block numbers
Lake.dat;l - contains the coordinates that
compose Lake Apopka

REM

1055

REM

1060

REM

1065

REM

1069
1070
1075

REM

fill\1

***

Initialize rrodule
SET LINE STYLE l\ XFILL=0\ YFILL=0\ N=0\ X=0\
Y=0\ Xl=0\ Yl=0

1080
1085
1090
1095
1100

IF SIZE <>l THEN CLEAR
REM
REM *** Header
SET COLOR 4\ SET COLORMAP 4,.1,.8, 0
SET POSITICN (.5*SIZE,.96*SIZE)\ GRAPHIC PRINT
I

1105
1110
1115
1120
1125
1130
1135
1140
1145
1150
1155
1160
1165
1170
1175
1180

1185
1190
1195
1200
1205
1210
1215
1220

1225
1230

O~E

cou

'I'Y'

REM

*** Fill in county in green
OPEN 'rnenul.dat;l' FOR INPUT PS FILE #2
SET COLOR 2\ XFILL=(l.5/48)*SIZE\
YFILL=(16.2/30)*SIZE
SET FILL (XFILL,YFILL)

REM

N=70

IF SIZE=l THEN GOSUB 1370 ELSE GOSUB 1480
SET FILL OFF\ CLOSE i2
REM

REM

*** Outline the blocks in red
SE'T LINE SIYLE 7
SET COLOR 1\ N=2

OPEN 'grid.dat;l' FOR INPlJI' 'Af3 FILE i2
FOR J=l TO 11
IF SIZE=l THEN GOSUB 1370 ELSE GOSUB 148e
NEXT J
CLOSE #2
REM
REM *** Call the subroutine to fill Lake AfX:>pka
SET LINE STYLE 1
GOSUB 1400
REM
REM *** Put block numbers in magenta
SET CHARACTER SPACit'1:; .015,0
SET COLOR 5
OPEN 'blocknum.dat;l' for input as file 13

55
1235
FOR I=1 TO 31
1240
INPUT #3,X,Y\ Xl=X*SIZE\ Yl=Y*SIZE
1245
SET POSITICN (Xl,Yl)\ GRAPHIC PRINT I
1250
NEXT I
1255
CLOSE #3
1260 REM
1265 REM *** Test if reduced map and if so skip next
section
1270
IF SIZE<l THEN Garo 1350
1275 REM
1280 REM *** Print cities names in black and italics
1285
SET COLOR 0
1290
SET ITALICS -15
1295
SET POSITION (.14,.7)\ GRAPHIC PRINT 'Ap.:>pka'
1300
SET CHARACTER SIZE .02,.045\ SET CHARACTER
SPACII
.02,0
1305
SET POSITION (.3,.44)\ GRAJ>HIC PRINT 'ORLANIX)'
1310
SE:I' CHARACTER SIZE . 02 ,. 041667\ Gc'T CHARACTER
SPACING .015 ,0
1315
SET POSITION {.53,.52)\ GRARIIC PRINT 'UCF'
1320
SEf CHARACTER SPACIN::; .01,0
1325
SET CHARACTER SIZE .02,.04\ SET POSITION
{.15, .1)
1330
GRAPHIC PRINT 'Lake'\ SET POSITIOO (.15,.07)\
GRAPHIC PRINr 'Buena'
1335
SET POSITIOO (.15,.04)\ GRAPHIC PRINT 'Vista'
1340
SET ITALICS 0\ SET COLOR 7
1345 REM
1350 REM *** End of the subroutine
1355
SET CHARACTER SIZE . 02, .041667\ SET CHARACTER
SPACING . 02 , 0
1360
SIZE=0\ RETURN
1365 REM
1370 REM *** Subroutine to draw lines
1375
FOR I=l TON\ INPlJI' #2,X,Y
1380
PLar {X,Y),
1385
NEXT I\ PLOI'
1390
RETURN
1395 REM
1400 REM *** Subroutine to fill in Lake Ap.:>pka
1405
OPEN 'lake.dat; l' FOR Il~PLrr PS FILE i4
1410
SET COLOR 3
XFILL=(.2/48)*SIZE\ YFILL=(l6.8/30)*SIZE
1415
1420
SET FILL (XFILL, YFILL)
1425
FOR I=l TO 26\ INPUT i4,Xl,Yl
1430
X=Xl*SIZE\ Y=Yl*SIZE
1435
PLar (X,Y),\ NEXT I
1440
PLOr
1445
XFILL=(.5/48)*SIZE\ YFILL=(l5.7/30)*SIZE
1450
SET FILL (XFILL, YFILL)
1455
FOR I=l TO 13\ INPUT #4,Xl,Yl
1460
X=Xl*SIZE\ Y=Yl*SIZE
.J

56
1465
PLOT (X,Y),\ NEXT I
1470
PWf\ CIDSE #4\ SET FILL OFF\ RETURN
1475 REM
1480 REM *** Subroutine to draw lines if map is reduced
FOR I=l TON\ INPlJI' 12,X,Y
1485
1490
Xl=X*SIZE\ Yl=Y*SIZE
1495
PLOT (Xl,Yl),
1500
NEXT I\ PLar
1505
RETURN
1510 REM
1515 REM *** End of Orange County Map ***
152~

1525
2000
20 5
2010
2015
2020
20 25
2030
2035
2040
2045

RF.M
REM
REM *** Block selection ***
REl"1
REM ** Variables used in this section
REM.
row,column - array diriensions for the block
REJ'"1

REM
REM
REM

REJ1
RE!1

file
f$ - block file name
first x - column p:>sition of 1st coordinate
putnum - number of points
z - zone number
v$ - blocks the zone is contained in
size - reduced or full sized Orange County
Map
nurn - number of block number to select
n - block number

2050 REM
20 55 REM
2060 REM
2065 REJ'vl *** Files used in this section
2070 HB~
filedim.dat;l - array dimensions for block
files
2075 REM
zonelist.dat;l - zones contained in rrore than
one block and the list of blocks the zone
can be found in
2100 REM
2110 REM *** Initialize variables
2115
R0\1=0\ COWMN=0\ F$=""\ FIRsrx=0\ PNTNUM=0\ Z=0\
V$=""
2120 REM
2125 REM *** Assign values and print the menu
2130
IF SIZE=l THEN Garo 2140
2135
SIZE=.6\ CLEAR\ GOSUB 1000
2140
NUM=l\ WRMODE=4\ GOSUB 7000
2145 REM
2150 REM *** Change diskettes
2155
0-.J ERROR GOTO 2560
2160
IF N<l7 THEN T$='Disk 2: Files #1' ELSE T$='Disk
3: Files 12'
2165
GOSUB 2395
2170
CLEAR\ PRINT 'Block Files'
2175 REM
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2180
2185
2190
2195
2200
2205
221
2215
2220
2225
223
2235
224

REM *** Store block number as a strirKJ and store
dimensions
OPEN 'filedim.dat;l' FOR INPUT 'PS FILE 43
FOR I=l TO N
INPUT i3,ROW,COLU~R
NEXT I
CLOSE #3
DIM #2,B(ROJ ,COWMN)
CLEAR
F$='Block'+1 $(1)+'.dat;l'
REM

REM *** Draw block outline in red
SET COLOR 1\ SET LINE STYLE 7

(3/42,2), (27/42,2/28), (27/42,26/28),
(3/42, 26/28), (3/42,2/2 8)

PLOT

2245

REM

225 ~

REM *** Header
SET COLOR 2 SET POSITICl-J (.74,.9)\ GRAPHIC PRINT
'Block ';N

2255
2260
2265
2270
2275
228 0
2285
2290
2295
2300
2305
2310
2315
2320
2325
2330
2335
2340
2345
2350
2355
2360

SET LINE STYLE 1\ SET COLOR 7
RE.M
RE!l

***Call the file and draw the block by zones
I Pt.rr "PS FILE #2, VIR'rJAL
OR I=l ID RO\~
FIRSI'X=39\ PLrrNUM=B(I,l)
GOSUB 2470

0 EN F$ FO

REM
REM

Print the zone number in the zone
SET POSITICN (B(I,36),B(I,37))\ GRAPHIC PRINT
B(I,0)

REM
REM

Test if zone continues into another block
IF B{I,38)<0 TH.EN GOSUB 2510
NEXT I
CLOSE i2
REM
REM *** Continue prompt
SET POSITICl-J (.82,.65)\ GRAPHIC PRINI' 'Press'
SET POSITIOO (.78,.58\0\ GRAPHIC PRINT '<'
SET COLOR 2\ SET POSITICl'J (.8,.58)\ GRAPHIC PRINT
'Return'
SET COLOR 7\ SET POSITICX~ (.92,.58)\ GRAPHIC
PRINf

2365
2370
2375
2380
2385
2390
2395
2400

SET

'>'

POSIT!~

(.74,.51)\ GRAPHIC PRINT 'when ready

to'
SET POSITION (.78,.45)\ GRAF1:-IIC PRINT 'continue'
CALL INKE.Y (A$)\ IF A$="" THEN Garo 2375
T$='Disk 1: Program'\ GOSUB 2395
CLEAR\ GOTO 160
REM
REM *** Subroutine to change diskettes
CLEAR\ SET CHARAcrER SIZE .03,.05

58
2405
2410
2415
2420
2425
2430
2435
2440
2445
245'3
2455
24c0
2465
2470
2475
248
2485
2490
2495
2500
2505
2510
2515
2520
2525
2530
2535
2540
2545

SET POSITICN (.05,.7)\ GRAPHIC PRil'll' 'Replace the
disk in drive 2'
SET POSITICN (.08,.5)\ GRAPHIC PRINT' 'with'
SET COLOR 6\ SET POSITION (.24,.5)
GRAPHIC PRINT T$
SET COLOR 7\ SET CHARAc:rER SIZE 1.6/80,1/24\ SET
POSIT!~ (.15,.2)
GRAPHIC PRINT 'Press <'
SET COLOR 2 SET POSITIG-..J (. 29,. 2) \ GRAPHIC PRINT
' RETURN '
SET COLOR 7\ SET POSIT!~ (.41,.2)
GRAPHIC PRI~ '> when ready to continue '
c.ALL INKEY (A$)\ IF A$="" THEN GOTO 2450
IF A$=CHR$(13) THEN RE'IlJRN
PRINT CHH$(7)\ GOTO 2450
RF.M

REM *** Subroutine to draw zone lines
FO J =l TO P'1TNUM
X=B(I , FIRSTX) \ Y=B(I,FIRSTX+l)
IF X<0 OH Y<~ THEN FIRSfX=FIRSI'X+2 \ PLOf \
Garo 2495
Lor (X,Y), \FI srx=FIRsrX+2
EXT J \ PLar
RE'fURN

REM
REM

*** Print other block(s) the zone is in
OP
'zonelist.dat;l' FOR INPUT /lS FILE #-4
F J=l TO 40
INPUT #4 ,Z,V$
IF Z=B (I ,en THEN GOTO 2545
NEXT J
CLOSE t4 \ SET COLOR 7 \ RETUHN
SET COLCR 6
SET POSITICN (B(I,36)-.008,
B(I,37)-.055)
GRAPHIC PRIN'f V$ \ Garo 2540
REM
RESUME

2550
2555
2560
2565 REM
2570 REM *** End of rrodule to draw the block in 2-D
2575 REM
2580 REM
3000 HEM *** 3-D Mapping of Orange CoLD1ty ***
3005 RFM
3010 REM ** Variables used in this section
3015 REM
vnum - number of data choices
3020 REM
view - data choice column number
3025 RE.M
div - divisor for data
3030 REM
3040
CLEAR \ VNUM=l \ GOSUB 7500
3045
VIE\\f=VIEW (1) \ DIV=DIV (1)
3050
CHAIN 'out.bas;l' WITH VIEW,DIV
3055 REM

***

59
3060
30()5
3070
4000
4005
4010
4015
4020
4025
4030
4035
404~

4045

4060
4065
4070
4075

RF~M

*** End of 3-D mapping of Orange County ***

RF...M

REM

REM *** Several Blocks in 3-D ***
REM
REM ** Variables used in this section
RFN
num,dumny - number of blocks
REM
vnum - number of data choices
REM
view - data choice column nwnber
REM
div - divisor for data
R.El'1
n$ (} ,x$ - block numbers
REM
wnnode - writing m:>de
RE1
word$ - correct word for the prompt
SIZE=.6 \ GOSUB 1000
\"'™ODE=4 \ WORD$='Blocks' \ GOSUB 8000
~"'RMOOE=8 \ . UM.=DUM'1Y \ GOSUB 8000
\~~ODE=4
GOSLJt:> 7000

4080

VNUM=l \ CLEAi{ \ GOSUB 7500 \ VIE\v=VIEW (1) \

4085

IF ·-JUM=l THEN Garo

409~

FOR I=l TO NU -1

DIV=DIV (1)
4095

4100
4105
4110
4115
4120

4125
4130
4135

X$=t

4120

(I)

FOR J=I+l 'I'D NUM
IF VAL( $(I)>VAL(Nc(J)) THEN N$(I)=N$(J)
\ N$(J)=X$ \Garo 4095
NEXT J
NEXT I
CHAI
'out2.bas; l' WI'l'H NUM, VIEW,DIV ,N$ ()
REM

REM *** End of Several Blocks in 3-D ***

4140

REJ"l
REM

5000
5005
5010
5015
5'320
5025
5030
5035
5040

REM *** Views of one Block in 3-D ***
RF.M
REM ** Variables in this section
REM
size - size of the Orange County Map
REM
wrmode - wri tinq roode
REM word$ - correct word for the prompt
REM
vnum,dunmy - number of views desired
RFM
num - number of blocks
REM
n$ - block number

5045

REM

5070
5075
5080
5085
5090
5095
5100
5105
5110
5115

SIZE=.6 \ GOSUB 1000
WRMODE=4 \ WORD$='Views' \ GOSUB 8000
VNUM=DUMMY \ WU~(J)E=8 \ GOSUB 8000
WRvlODE=4 \ NUM=l \ GOSUB 7000 \ N$=N$(1)
CLEAR \ GOSUB 7500
CHAIN 'out3.bas;l' wrrH VNUM,N$,VIEW() ,DIV()
RE.M

REM *** End of Views ***
REM
REM
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6500 REM *** Menu B ***
6505 REM
6510 REM ** Variables used in this section
6515 REM
size - size of the map
6520 REM
wrmode - writing rrode
6525 REN
6530 REM ** Special keys
6535 REl'1
m,M - Main Menu
6540 REM
b ,B - Block selection
6545 REM
6555 REM *** Call subroutine to draw Orange Col..ll1ty Map
6560
CLEAR
6565
SIZE=l
GOSUB 1000
6570
WRMODE=4 \ GOSUB 6610
6575 REM
6580 REM *** Inkey function to detect the user's
resp:mse
6585
CALL INKEY (A$} \ IF A$="" IBEN Garo 6585
6590
IF A$='m' a A$='M' TH.EN SIZE=0 \ CLEAR \ GOTO
160
6595
IF A$='b' ffi A$='B' 'IliEN SIZE=l \ WRMCDE=8 \
GOSUB 6610 \ GCYI'O 2000
6600
P NT CHR$(7) \GOTO 6585
6605 REM
6610 REM *** Print the menu
6615
SET fRITI~ MODE \~ODE
6620
SET POSITION (.44,.88) \GRAPHIC PRINT 'Select
one'
6625
ET POSI ION (.44,.8) \GRAPHIC PRINT '<'
6630
SET COLOR 2 \SET POSITICN (.46,.8) \GRAPHIC
P INT 'M'
6635
SET COLOR 7 \ SE'r POSITIOO (.48,.8)
6640
GRAPHIC PR! '11' '>ain Menu'
6645 REM
6650
SET POSITIQ.J (.44,.72) \GRAPHIC PRINT '<'
6655
SET COLOR 2 \SET POSITICN (.46,.72) \GRAPHIC
PRINT 'B'

6660
SET COLOR 7 \SET POSIT!~ (.48,.72)
6665
GRAPHIC PRINr '>lock selection'
6670
RETUHN
6675 RF.M
6680 l1EM *** End of Menu B ***
6685 REM
6690 REM
7000 REM *** Menu C ***
7005 RPM
7010 REM Variables in this section
7015 REM
cnt - counter
7020 REM
n,n$() - Block number(s)
7025 REM
num - number of block numbers needed
7035 REM
7040 REM *** Initalize variables

61
7045
7050
7055
7060
7065
7070
7075
7080
7085
7090

CNT=l
FOR I=l TO 4
N$(I)=""
NEXT I
REM

*** Print the menu
SE'f CHARACTER SPACI~ .02,0 \ SET COLOR 7 \ SET
WRITIJ\G MODE WR10DE
SET POSITION (.44,.86) \ GRAPHIC PRINT 'Type in
Block i + <'
SET COLOR 2 \SET POSIT!Cl'1 (.82,.86) \GRAPHIC
PRINT 'Return'
SET COLOR 7 \SET POSITICl-J (.94,.84) \GRAPHIC
PRINT '>'
SET POSITION (.44,.76) \GRAPHIC PRINT 'i -->'
SET POSITia~ (.6,.76)
REM
REM *** Capture the number
N=0 \ $(CNT)="" \A$=""
CALL INKEY (A$) \ IF A$="" IBEN GOTO 7120
IF A$=CHR$(13) THEN GOTO 7175
IF A$>='0' AND A$<='9' THEN OOI'O 7145
PRINI' CHR${7) \Garo 7120

REM

7095
7100
7105
711
7115
7120
7125
7130
7135
7140 REM
7145 REM *** Print Block # selected on the screen
7150
N$ (CNT) =N$ (Cl'11') +A$ \ SET WRITit~ MODE 8 \ SET
POSITION (.55,.66)
7155
GRAPHIC PRINr 'Try a New Number'
7160
SET WRITING MODE 4 \SET POSITICN {.s+(CNT*.06),
.76)
7165
GRAPiIC PRINT N$(CNT) \GOTO 7120
7170 HE.tvl
7175 REM *** Test for legal block selection
7180
IF N$(CNr)="" TiiEN GOTO 7120
7185
N=VAL (N$ (CNT) )
7190
IF N>0 AND N<32 AND NUM=l 'IHE}J RETURN
7195
IF N>0 AND N<32 THEN GOTO 7230
7200
SET WRITI1'(; MOOE 8 \SET POSIT!~ (.S+(CNT*.06),
.76)
7205
GRAPHIC PRI'NT N$(CNT)
7210
SET \.vRITI~ MODE 4 \ Sc'T POSI'rICN (.55,.66)
7215
GRAPHIC PRINT 'Try a New Number'
7220
PRIN'f CHR$(7) \Garo 7115
7225 REM
7230
IF CNT=NUM THEN RETURN
7235
SE!I' POSITICN (.54+(CN1'*.06) ,.76) \GRAPHIC PRINT
I

7240
7245
7250
7255
7260

,

I

CNT=CNT+l
GOTO 7115
REM
REM *** End of Menu C
REM

***

62
7500
7503
7505
7510
7515
7520
7525
753~~

7535
7540
7545
7550
7555
7560
7565
7570
7587
7590

7593

***

RF.M

REM

***

Variables used in this section
ypos - {X)Sition of y-coordinate
T$ - word to be printed
cnt - counter
view() - data selection column nl.UTlber

REM

REM
REM

REM
REM
REM

*** Special keys

REM
RFJVl

REM
RFJ~

REM
Rfil\1

REM
REN

Menu D

p,P - pop..1lation
i,I - average income
h,H - number of rousing uni ts
g,G - trips generated
a ,A - trip attractions
1-7 - the year or trip selection

REM *** Print menu
CLF~AH \ YPOS=. 8 \ CNT=l
VI~w (I)=0 \NEXT I

\ FOR I=l TO 4 \

SET ITALICS -10 \ SET CHARACTER SIZE .025,.045 \
SIIT CHARACTER SPACH-li .02,0

SET COLOR 4 \ SET POSITICt~ (.35,.94) \ GRAPHIC
PRINT 'Data Choices'
7599
SET ITALICS OFF \ SET CHARACTER SIZE .02,.041667
7G02
SET COLOR 7
7605 REM
7608
FOR I=0 TO 2
7611
SET POSITICN (.04,YPOS-I*.08) \GRAPHIC PRINT
7596

'<'
7614
7617
7620
7623
7626
7629
7632
7635
7638
7641
7644
7647
7650

7653
7656
7659
7662
7665
7668

IF !=0 TIIEN T$=' PoPJlation'
IF I=l THEN T$='Incorne'
IF I=2 THEN T$='Housing units'
SET COLOR 2 \ SEir POSITio-J (.06,YPCS-I*.08) \
GRAPHIC PRINT MID$(T$,l,l)
SRI' COLOR 7 \ Sh"T POSITICN (.08,YPCl3-I*.08)
GRAPHIC PRINT '>'+MID$(T$,2,LEN(T$)-l)
NEXT I

REM
YPOS=.56
FOR I=0 TO 5
SET POSITIOO (.08,YPOS-I*.08) \ GRAruIC PRINT

'<'

T$=NUM$(1980+I*5)
SET COLOR 2 \ SET POSITION (.08,YPOS-I*.08) \
GRAPHIC PRINT I+1
SET COLOR 7 \ S~'T POSITICl'J (.12,YPOS-I*.08)
GAAPHIC PRINI' '>'+T$
NEXT I
REM
SET POSITICl'J (.4,.8) \GRAPHIC PRINT 'Trips: <'
SET COLOR 2 \ SET E>a3ITIG\J (.56,.8) \GRAPHIC
PRINT 'GI

63
7671
7674
7677
7680

SET COLOR 7 \ SET POSITIQ\J (. 58, .8) \ GRAPHIC
PRINT '>enerated'
~

SET POSI ICN (.54,.72) \GRAPHIC PRINT '<'
SET COLOR 2 \SET POSIT!~ (.56,.72) \GRAPHIC
PRINT 'A'
SET COLOR 7 \SET POSITIOO (.58,.72) \GRAPHIC
P I
'>ttractions'

7683
7686
7689
7692
7695

Rfl'1

YPOS=.72
FOH I=l TO 7
SE POSITIOO (.56,YPOS-I*.08) \GRAPHIC PRINT

'<'
TH.EN T$='> Home base work'
WEN T$='> Home base not work'
TH '!'$='> Non-home tase'
THEN T$='> Disney'
TH
T$='> Airport'
r-r.: THEN T$='> University'
I=7 THEN T$=' > Total'
scr COLOR 2 \SET POSITIOO (.56,YPOO-I*.08) \
GRAPHIC PRINT I
SET COLO 7 \ SET POSITICN (.6,YPClS-I*.08) \
GRAPHIC PRINT T$
XT I

7698
7701
7704
77 7
7710
7713
7716
7719

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

7722
7725
7728
7731
7734
7736
7737
7740
7743
7746
7749
7752
7755
7758
7761
7764
7767
7770
7773

I=l
I=2
I=3
I=4
!=5

HEM
SET

POSIT!~ {.15,.08) \GRAPHIC PRINT 'Select a
Letter & a umber'
SET POSITia-.J (.7,.08) \GRAPHIC PRINT '-> ' \
Sl?l' POSITICl'J (.78,. 08 )
SET P SITICl~ (.6,.01) \ GRAR-IIC PRINT 'Select ';
VNUM
REM
RFJ.1 *** Capture choices
F=0
CALL INKEY (A$) \ IF A$="" WEN Garo 7746
IF A$='p' OR A$='P' THEN F=l \Garo 7773
IF A$='i' CR A$='I' TiiEN F=l \ GO'ID 7773
IF A$='h' OR A$='H' THEN F=l \Garo 7773
IF A$='g' CR A$='G' 'IHEN GOTO 7773
IF A$='a' OR A$='A' THEN Garo 7773
A$="" \PRINT CHR$(7)
Garo 7746
REM
SET POSITION (.7+(CNT*.06),.08) \ GRAR-IIC PRINT

A$

7776
7779
n82
7785
7788

CALL INKEY (B$) \ IF 8$=•" 'THEN Garo 7776
IF 8$='1' OR 8$='2' OR 8$='3' OR 8$='4' THEN GOTO
7788
IF B$='5' CR 8$='6' rn 8$='7' WEN GOTO 7788
PRINT CHR$(7) \Garo 7776
IF F=l AND B$='7' 'IliEN GO'ID 7776

64
7791
7794
7797

SET POSITIOO (.72+(CNT*.0£ ) ,.08) \GRAPHIC PRINT
8$
REM

REM *** Convert selection to proper column number
for block files
IF A$='p' CR 'P' '!HEN VI~~ (CNT)=3+VAL(B$)

7800
7803
I A$='i' OR A$='I' THEN VIE:'~ (CNT)=9+VAL(B$)
7806
IF A$='h' OR A$='H' IBEN VIE.'tN(CNT)=l5+VAL(B$)
7809
IF A$='g' OR A$='G' THEN VI~~ (C~)=2l+VAL(B$)
7812
IF A$='a' ffi A$='A' THEN VIE\Al(<Nr}=28+VAL(B$}
7815 REl'-1
7818 REM *** Determine division factor for data
7821
OPEN 'datamax.dat;l' FOR INPl!I' AS FILE #5
7824
FOR I=l TO VI EW (CNT)-3
7827
U Pl!f 4f.5,DIV (CNT)
7833
NEXT I
7836
CLOSE 5
7839
IF 0'1T=VNUM THEN RETURN
7845
SET POSI T I OO (. 74+(CNT*.06) ,.08) \GRAPHIC PRINT
I

7846
7848

I

'
CNT=CNT+l
\ GOTO 7740
REM

7851 REM *** End of Menu D ***
7854 REM
7857 REM
8000 RF...M *** Menu E ***
8005 REM
801 0 REM Va ria bles in this section
8015 REM wrmode - writing roode
8020 REM
dllITITly - number selected {must be a 1,2 or 4)
80 35 REM
8040 REM *** Prompt for n~nber of views desired
8045
SET \A/HIT!~ MODE W™ODE \ SE'f COLOR 7
8050
SE'r POSITICl.J (.44,.86)
GRAPHIC PRINT 'How many
';\filRD$; ' do you want?'
8055
SET COLOR 2
SET POSITICl'J (.48,. 78) \ ~IIC
PRINT 'l'

8060
8065

8070
8075
8080
8085
8090
8095
8100
8105

SET COLOR 7 \SET POSITIO~ (.5,.78) \GRAPHIC
PRINT ','
SET COLOR 2 \SET POSITIGJ (.52,.78) \GRAPHIC
PRINI' '2'
SET COLOR 7 \SET POSITIGJ (.54,.78) \GRAPHIC
PlUNI'

'I'

SET COLOR 7 \SET POSITIClJ
PRINI' 'or '
SET COLOR 2 \SET POSITICJ-.J
PRINr '4'
SET POSITIOO (.7,.7) \SET
IF WRMODE=8 THEN RE'IURN
REM
REM *** Capture response
CAIL INKI:.""Y (A$) \ IF A$=""

{.56,.78) \GRAPHIC
(.62,.78) \GRAPHIC
COLOR 7

THEN GOTO 8105

65

8110
IlJM~Y=VAL(A$)
8115
IF DUl't'tY=l OR DUMMY=2 OR Il.Jfv'MY=4 THEN RETURN
8120
Dl.Jr+1Y=0 \PRINT CHR.$(7)
8125
Garo 8105
8130 REM
8135 REM ** End of Menu E ***

66
10
15
20
21
22
23
24
25
30
32
34

*** Store points for 3-D Orange County ***

RE~

50

REM
REM Variables used in this progran
REM
t$ - title of disk
REM
cnt,count - counters
REM
u () - array containif¥3 the data for each zone
REM
view - column number for data
R™
div - maximum aroount for data
REM
sumrow - a flag
RFJ
x,y,xl,yl - coordinates
REM
zmax,zmin - minimun and maximum for
z-coordinates
REM
sx () ,sy () - arrays containing screen
coordinates
REM
row,coll..ITU1 - dimensions for block files
REM
f$ - block file name
REM
yrot - spin
RE!~
xrot - tip

55
60
65
70

REM
REM
REM

75

Fffi\1.

8(}
100
105

REM

36
38
4

45

Files used in this program
filedim.dat;l - dimensions of the block files
center.dat;l - outline of Oran3e CoLmty and
centroids

*** Initialize the progran
PRCGRAM ABORCO(VIEW,DIV)
DI U(500)
SET VI.EWPORT 0,1,0,.625 \ ZMAX=0 \
ZMIN=l

106
110
115
120
125
130
132
135
140
145
150
155
160
170
175
180
185
186
187
190
195
200
205
210

DIM SX(l000),SY(l000)
~ E OR Garo 395
REM

REM ***Print prompt to change disks
T$='Disk 2: Files 11' \ GOSUB 320
REM
PRINT
PRINT 'Storing data'
RE~ *** Gather selected data from the block files
CNT=l \ COUNT=l
OPEN 'filedim.dat;l' FOR INPUT PS FILE t2
INPLTI' #2,ROW,COLUMN
DIM 13,B{ROW,COUJMN)
F$='block'+NUM$(CNr)+'.dat;l'
OPEN F$ FOR INPU'r PS FILE #3, VIRTUAL
FOR I=l TO Ra-V
IF B{I,2)<0 THEN GOTO 195
U(COUNT)=D(I,VIEW)/DIV
IF U(COUNT)>ZMl\X THEN ZMAX=U(CCXJNT)
IF U(COONT)<ZMIN THEN ZMIN=U(COUNr)
COUNT=COUNT+l
NEXT I
CLOSE #3
IF CNT==31 THEN Garo 215
OJT=CNT+1 \ IF INT (CNT) <>INT (17) WEN GOTO 150

67

211
212

213
214

215
220

225
230
235
24 0
245

250
255
260

265
270

CLOSE i2 \ T$='Disk 3: File i2' \ GOSUB 320
OP
'filedim.dat;l' FOR INPUT PS FILE #2
FOO I=l TO 16
INPLJI' #2, ROW,COI.l.JI"1.N \NEXT I
GOTO 150
CLOSE 2
REM

REM *** Prompt to change the disk
T$='Disk 1: Program • GOSUB 320

REM

REM *** toring the data array and the points in
file center.dat
PRI
PIUNT 'Storing the outline and the data
in the file'
P 1 T
center.dat;l'
OPrN 'center.dat;l' FOR OOl'PUT AS FILE #2
OP
'threed.dat;l' FOR INPUT AS FILE #1
FOO I=l 1U 7

I PUT 'l,X,Y, \ Xl=X-.5
0-(ZMAX+ZMIN)/2

271

P

275
280

XT I

NT

Yl=Y-.5 \ Zl=

2,Xl,',',Yl,',',Zl

FOR I=l 'ID CCXJl 'f-1

285

I Pllf

286
287

PRI ITT 2 I Xl I I I I I Yl I ' , I I Zl
' l=X-.5
Yl=Y-.5
Zl= U(I)-(ZMAX+ZMIN)/2

290
295

PRINT

300

305
310
315
320
325
330
335

l,X,Y,
Xl=X-.5
(ZMAX+Z IN)/2

Yl=Y-.5 \ Zl=

2,Xl,',',Yl,',',Zl

T I
CLOSE 1

CLOSE

2

COJL"1'=994
GOTO 5
REl'1

REM *** Prompt to change diskettes
CLEAR
SET CHARACTER SIZE .03,.05
Sl:T POOITION (.05,. 7)
GRAPHIC PRIN'r 'Replace
the disk in drive 2'
SET POSITIOO (.08,.5) \GRAPHIC PRINT 'with '

340

SET COLOR 6

345
350

GRAPHIC PRINT T$
SET COLOR 7 \ SET CHARACTER SIZE 1.6/80,1/24

355
365
370
375
380

GRAPHIC PRINT 'Press <'
SET COLOR 2 \ SE'T Pa3ITIQ\J (.29,.2) \GRAPHIC
PRINT 'RETURN'
SET COLOR 7
SET POSITICN (.41,.2)
GRAPHIC PRINT '> when ready to continue '
CALL INKEY (A$)
IF A$=" 0 THEN Gal'O 375
IF A$=CHH$ (13) 'lliEN CLEAR \ PRINT \ PRINT T$ \

385

PRINT CHR$(7) \Garo 375

ssr
360

SET POSITICl..J (.24,.5)

POSIT!~

(.15,.2)

RE1UHN
390

395

REM
RESUME

68
400
500
510
515
520
525
530
535

620
625
630
635
640
645

REM
REM *** Initialize the conversion of the points
PRINT 'Convert.bas'
REM
REM *** Initialize the 3-D drawings
RH0=1 \ D=l00 \ THETA=-90+YRar \ PHI=80+XRar
REM
REM *** Convert object coordinates to eye and screen
coordinates
THETA=(Pl/180)*Tl:iETA
PHI=(PI/180)*PHI
Sl=SIN (TIL...~A) \ Cl=COS (THETA)
S2=SI (PHI)
C2=COS (PHI)
P N'f
PRINT 'calculating the screen
coordinates'
OPEN 'center.dat;l' FOR INPUT PS FILE $1
FOR I=l 'fO COUNT
I PUT #1,X,Y,Z
XE=-X*Sl+Y*Cl
YE=-X*C2*Cl-Y*Sl*C2+Z*S2
ZE=-X*Cl *S2-Y*Sl*S2-Z*C2+RHO
SX(I)=D*XE/ZE
SY(I)=D*YE/ZE
IF SX (I) >S i"1AX THEN SXMl\X=SX (I)
IF SX (I) <SXMI
HE SXMI1~=SX {I)
IF SY(I)>SYMAX 'IHEN SYMPJ(=SY(I)
IF SY(I)<S I T · SYMIN=SY(I)
NEX I
CLOSE 1
REM
Rf.!1 *** Center screen coordinates
PRIITT
PRnrr Centering the screen coordinates'

650

REM

655

REM *** Scaling the coordinates
PRINI' \ PRINr 'ScaliTXJ the graph'
FO I=l TO ca.Ji
A=ABS (SXMIN) +SXMAX \ B=ABS (SYMIN) +sYMl\X
IF A>B WEN N3=A ELSE M3=A
I AB=0 THEN AB=.001
SX(I)=(SX(I)+ABS(SXMIN))/AB
SY(I)=(SY(I)+ABS(SYMIN))/AB
NEXT I
CLEAR
REM *** Draw outline
SET COLOR 7

540
545
550
555
560
565
57
575
580
585
59
595
60C
6 5

61
615

660

665
670
675
680
685
690
695
700
705
710
715

FOR I=l TO 70

720
725
730

PLar (SX(I),SY(I)),
NEXT I
RFJil

735

REM

740
745

***

Draw data lines
SET COLOR 4
FOR J=71 TO CCXJNT STEP 2

69
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
766
769
770
775
780

PLITT' (SX (J) ,SY (J)), (SX (J+l) ,SY {J+l))
NEXT J

REM
POSITICN (.15,0) \ SET COLOR 7
IF VIEW>3 AND VIEW<l0 THEN GRAPHIC PRINr 'Pop. ';
(VIE\~4) *5+1980
IF VI~w>9 AND VIEW<l6 THEN GRAPHIC PRINT
'Income'; (VIE\\'-10) *5+1980
IF VIC"tD15 Al\1D VIE'W<22 THEN GAAPHIC PRINT
' ousing'; (VIE\'l-16) *5+1980
IF VIc"1>3 AND VIEW<22 THEN Garo 769
IF VI -22=0 OR VIEW 29=0 THEN I.A$=' HBW'
IF VIE\ -22=1 a VI~V-29=1 THEN I.A$='HBnW'
IF Vla-J-22=2 OH VIEW-29=2 THEN I.A$='NHB'
IF VIE\-22=3 OR VIEW-29=3 THEN I..A$='Dis'
I VIE'W-22=4
VIEW-29=4 TH™ I.A$=' Air'
IF VI , 22=5 OR VIE\V-29=5 '!'HEN LA$='Univ'
IF VIEi -22=6
VI
29=6 THEN I.A$='Total'
I VIEW>21 AND VIE\ <29 THE.."1 GRAPHIC PRINr 'Trip
generated: ';LA$\ Garo 769
GRAPHIC PRUIT 'Trips Attracted: I ;IA$
REM *** enu F
R- \ R$="•
0'1'!'=1
XROT=0 \ YROT=G
S~T

R.Ei'1
1

*** Print the menu
~'ODE

790

S

795
800
805
810

SE POSIT!~ (.02,.96) \GRAPHIC PRINT 'Spin:'
SET POSIT!
(.3,.96)
GRAPHIC PRINr 'Tip:'
SE POSITI{]\l (. 6,. 96) \ GRAPHIC PlUNT '<'
SE' COLOH 2 SET POSITICl'-J (.62,.96) \GRAPHIC
P INT 'EXIT'
SET COLOR 7 SET POSITION (.7,.96) \GRAPHIC

815

J

ITI

PRINT

820

825
830
835
840
845
850
855
860
865
870
875
880
885
890
895
900

4

I>'

REM

R=0

R$=" 11

IF A$="" 'IREN 830
IF A$=CHR$(13) THEN Garo 860
IF A$>='0' AND A$<='9' CR A$='-' 'IHEN GCYrO 890
IF A$=CHR$(155) THEN GO'IO 930
PRINT CHR$(7)
GOTO 830

CALL I KEY (A4)

RF.M

IF R$="" 'IllEN Garo 830
R=VAL(R$)
IF R<=360 AND R>::::;-360 AND Cllr=l THF.l.J GOI'O 915
IF R<=360 AND R>=-360 AND CNT=2 THEN XRCJI'=R \
GOTO 520
SET WRIT!~ MCDE 8 \ SET POSITIOO (XPOS,.96) \
GRAPHIC PRim' R$
SET WRITIL'Ki MODE 4 \ Garo 825
REM
R$=R$+A$
IF CNT=l THEN XPOS=.18 ELSE XPOS=.42

70
905

SET POSI'TICN (XPOS,.96) \GRAPHIC PRINT R$ \Garo
830

910
915

REM
YROT=R \ CNT=CNT+l \ SET POSITICN (.42 ., .04) \
Garo 825

920
925

930

REM
R&M

HEM *** Kill data files and return to main program
KHL ·• c.enter.dat,; l'

935

950

CLEAR \ CHAIN 'tprog . 1b as; 1 1 LINE 160
Rf111
REM '*** End of 3-D Orange County ***

955

REM

940

945

71
10
20

REM
REM

30

REM

40

RErv1
REM
REM

50
60
70

*** Store points for Asblock ***
Variables used in this nodule
t$ - title of disk needed
cnt ,count - cnunter
x(),y(),z() - coordinates

REM

xmax,xmin,ymax,ymin - minimum and maximums for

80

REM

x and y coordinates
pnt () - m.nnber of Feints

9
95

REM

H30

RE1'1

105
110
13
140

RE.wt

20

REM
RF.M

210

R™
RFJt1
1

220
23.:
240
250
260

270

sx () ,sy () - screen coordinates
flag - flag
n$ () - block numbers
num - number of blocks selected
fact - multiplicative factor
iles used in this rrodule
filedim.dat; 1 - dimensions for block files

RF1·1

*** Initialize the program
PR(X;R.Al ASBLO:K(NUM,VIEW,DIV,N$())
DIM X(450) ,Y(450) ,z (450) ,SX(450) ,SY(450) ,PNT(8)
SCT VII:;ltlPORT 0,l,0,.625
fl'CNT=l \ COONT=l \ FI.AG=0
a ERHOR GOTO 850

RE1

275

280

*** Pro ·pt to change disks
IF VAL( $(1))<17 THEN T$='Disk 2: Files #1'
IF VAL( $(1))>1G THEN T$='Disk 3: Files i2' \
f'I.AG=l

285
290

300
310

GOSUB 710
REM

*** Multiplicative factor
IF ~ =l THlli FACT=l
IF NUM=2 THEN FACT=. 75
IF NUM=4 THEN FACT=. 54

320

330
340

REM

350

REM *** Store block outline and data into the
arrays

360

FO

365

IF VAL(N$(I))>l6 Ai'ID FLAG=0 THEN T$='Disk 3:
Files #2' \ FIAG=l \ GOSUB 710
F$=' block'+N$ (I)+' .dat;l'
OPEN 'filedim,dat;l' FOR INPUT IS FILE !3

370
380
39 0

400
410
420
430
440
450

460
470
480

I=l TO NUM.

FOR J=l TO

VAL(~$(I))

INPUT #3, 00,.-j ,COUJMN
NEXT J

CLOSE #3
DIM #1,B(ROW,COLUMN)
PRINT \ PRINI' 'storing the points & the data'
OPEN F$ FOR INPUT "PS FILE itl, VIRTUAL
Pr.ff (PNTCt-r.r)=B(0,l) \ PNr(PN'fCNT+l)=B(0,0)
IF NUM=1 OR I=1 OR I=3 'IllEN XINC=0 EL.SE
XI1'C=.5714286
IF NUM=l OR NUM=2 ffi I>2 THEN YINC=0 ELSE

72
Yll'X:=.8571428
OR K=2 'ID 8(0,1)*2 srEP 2
X(COUNI')=B((0,K)+XIl'X:)*FAcr \
Y(COUNT)=(B(0,K+l)+YINC)*FACT
Z(COUNT)=0
COUNT=COONT+l

490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560

NEXT K

FO, J=l 'ID RO\

IF B(J,2)<0 THEN Garo 610
X(COl.n I')=(B(J,2)+INC)*FACT \ Y(COUNT)=
(B(J,3)+Yil'K:)*FAcr \ Z{COUNT)=0
COUNT=COUITT+l
X(COJNT)=X(COJNT-1) \ Y{COUN'l')=Y{CaJNT-1)
Z{COUNT)=B(J,VIEW)/DIV

570
580
590
60C
610

620
630
640
650
660
670
68 0
90
700
71 ~

720
73'
740
750
760
770
780

can 'r=CCJJNT+ 1
NEXT J
CLOSE 41
PN'I'CNT=PNTCNT+2
NEXT I
REJ•i

*** Pro
T$='DisL<

REM
COUP '=CaJNT-1 \ Garo 870
· l *** Pranpt to change diskettes
CLE'J\R
SET 01.ARACTER SIZE .03,.05
SET POSITI
(. 05,. 7) \ GRA.PHIC PRil'1!' 'Replace
the disk in drive 2'
S~"'T POSI'fICl-.J (. 08,.5) \GRAPHIC PRINr 'with '
SEf COLOR 6 \SET POSITION (.24,.5)
GRAPHIC p nrr T$
SET COLO 7 \ SET CHARACfER SIZE 1.6/80,1/24 \
SET POSITICN (.15,.2)
GRAPHIC PHINT 'Press <'
SET COLOH 2 \ SITT POOITIQ\J (. 29,. 2) \ GRAPHIC
P~INT

790
800
810
820

to change disks
1: Program ' \ GOSUB 700

lpt

'RETURI~'

SET COLOR 7 \ SET POSITICN {.41,.2)
GRAPHIC PRINT '> when ready to continue '
CALL INKEY (A$) \ IF A$=" 11 TIIEN GCYI'O 810
IF A$=CHR$ (13) THEN CLEAR \ PRINT \ PRINT T$ \
RETI.JRN

830
840
850

PRINT CHR$(7) \Garo 810
REM
RESUME

860
870

REM
REM *** Initialize the program

880

XROT=0 \ YRar=0 \ XMZ\X=0 \ XMIN=l \ YMAX=0 \
YMIN=l \ ZMAX=0 \ ZMIN=l
REM
REM *** Find the maximum and minimum of each axis
FOR I=l TO COUNT
IF X(I)>XMAX THEN XMAX=X(I)

890
900
910
920

73
930
940
950
960
970
980
99
10 0
1010
102
1030
1040
1050
1060
1 7
1080
109
1100
1110
112
1130
1140
1150
116
1170
118 .

1190
120
1210
122
123
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330

1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420

IF X(I) <XMIN
IF Y(I)>YMAX
IF Y(I)<YMIN
IF Z(I)>ZMAX
IF Z (I) <ZMIN
EXT I

THEN XMIN=X (I)
THEN YMAX=Y(I)
THEJ.~ YMIN=Y(I)
THEN ZMAX=Z(I)
THEN ZMIN=Z (I)

REM
RE1 *** Centerin {X)ints x,y,z
PRINT
PRINI' 'Centerin.:J the points'
XCE TER=(XMAX+XMIN)/2
YCE ITER= (YMl\X+YMIN) /2
1

ZCENTER= (ZMAX+Z1.UN) /2
'OR I=l 'IO Ca.J

X (I) =X (I )-XCENTER

Y(I)=Y(I)-YCENTER
Z(I)=Z(I)-ZCENTE
XT I
.1
REI

*** Initialize the 3-D drawings
RHO=l \ D=l 0(3
TH.ETA=-90+YRar \ PHI=80+XRar

M
REI

*** Convert object coordinates to eye and screen
coordinates
THETA=(PI/180 )*THE:I'A
P =(PI/180 )*P I
Sl=SI (THETA) \ Cl=COS(THETA)
S2=S I {PHI)
C2=COS (P lI)
S
=O
SYMAX=C \ SXMI =l \ SYMIN=l

P INT
PRI
'Calculating the screen
coordinates'
FO I=l 'IO COUNT
XE=-X{I)*Sl+Y(I)*Cl
YE=-X(I)*C2*Cl-Y(I)*Sl*C2+Z(I)*S2
Z =>-X(I)*Cl*S2-Y(I)*Sl*S2-Z(I)*C2+RHO
SX(I)=D*XE/ZE
SY(I)=D*YE/ZE
REM

*** Center screen coordinates
IF X(I) >SXMAX
IF SX(I)<SXMIN
IF SY(I)>SYMAX
IF SY (I) <SYMIN
NEXT I

THEN SXJ 1AX=SX (I)
lliEN SXMIN=SX(I)
THEN SYMl'\X=SY(I)
THEN SYMIN=SY (I)

REM
REM *** Scaling the coordinates
PRINT \ PRINl' 'Scaling the graph'
FOR I=l TO COONT
SX(I)=SX(I)+ABS(SXMIN)
SY(I)=SY(I)+ABS(SYMIN)
A=ABS(SXMIN)+SXMAX \ B=ABS(SYMIN)+SYMAX
IF A>B THEN M3=A ELSE AB=B
IF AB=0 THEN AB=.001

74
1430
1440
1450
146
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1522
1524
1526
1527

SX(I)=SX(I)/AB \ SY(I)=SY(I)/AB
NEXT I
REM
REM *** Drawing
CLEAR

the graph

8=0
FOR K=l TO NUM
A=B+l \ B=B+PNT(K*2-l) \ GOSUB 1870
PLar \ CL=K+2
A=B+l \ B=B+PNT(K*2)*2 \ GOSUB 1940
EXT K
L

REM
SET POSITIOl~ (.15,0) \ SET COLOR 7
IF VIEvl>3 ANJ VIEW<l0 THEN GRAPHIC

PRINI' 'Pop •• ;

(VI ~r\'-4)*5+1980

1528
1529
1530
1531
1532
1533
1534
1535
1536
1537
1538
1539
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730

IF

>9 AND VIEW<l6 THEN GRAPHIC PRINT
'Income '; (VIE\-V-10) *5+ 1980
IF VI~w>15 AND VIEW<22 THEN GRAPHIC PRINT
'Housing '; (VIEW-16)*5+1980
IF VI™>3 AND VIEW<22 THEN Garo 1550
IF VIEW-22=0 OR VIE\\1-29=0 THEN 1A$='HBW'
IF VIEltJ-22=1 0 VI~ -29=1 THEN IA$='HBnW'
IF VIEW-22=2 OR VIE\..V--29=2 THEN r.A$='NHB'
IF VIE\ -22=3 OR VIE\'/-29=3 THEN IA$='Dis'
IF VIE\-V--22=4 OR VIE\+-29=4 THEN IA$=' Air'
IF VI~ -22=5 OR VIE'W-29=5 THEN I.A$='Univ'
IF VI~~-22=6 ~ VIE\AJ-29=6 THEN I.A$='Total'
IF VI~21 AND VIEW<29 THEN GAA.PHIC PRINr 'Trip
Gene rated: ';la$\ goto 1531
GRAPHIC PRINT 'Trips Attracted: ';LA$
REM *** Menu F
R0=0 \ R$=•" \ CNT=l \ XROT=0 \ YROT=0
VI~

REM

REM *** Print the menu
SET COLOR 7
SET \l\TRI'f!t'-(; MOOE 4
SET POSITIQ~ (.02,. 96) \ GRAPHIC PRINT 'Spin : 1
SET POSITICN (.3,.96) \ G~PHIC PRINr 'Tip:'
SET POSITICl-J (.6,.96) \GRAPHIC PRINT '<'
SET COLOR 2 \ SE:l' POSITICN (. 62,. 96) \ GRAPHIC
PRINT 'EXIT'
SET COLOR 7 \SET POSITIOO (.7,.96) \GRAPHIC
PR!Nr '>'
REM
R=0 \ R$=""
CALL !NKEY (A$) \ IF A$="" THEN 1680
IF A$=CHR$(13) THEN Garo 1740
IF A$>='0' AND A$<='9' CR A$='-' '!HEN GOTO 1800
IF A$=CHR$(155) THEN CLEAR\ CHAIN 'tprog.bas;l'
LINE 160
PRINT CHR.$(7) \GOTO 1680
REM

75
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790

1800
1810

I R$="" THEN GOTO 1680
R=VAL (R$ )
IF <=360 AND R>=-360 AND CNT=l THEN GOTO 1850
IF R<=360 AND R>=-360 AND CNI'=2 THEN XROI'=R \
Gar() 1110
SET WRIT!~ MOOE 8
SET POSITICN {XPOS,.96) \
GRAPHIC P INT R$
SET WHITIN3 MODE 4

GOTO 1670

REM
R$=R$+A$

182

IF C T=l THEN XPOS=.18 ELSE XPOS=.42

1830

SIT POSITIQ\J {:<Pa3 ,. 96)

GRAPHIC PRINT R$ \ Garo

168~

1840

=

185

GOTO

CN'l'=CNT+l \SET POSITICl'J (.42,. 04 ) \
1~70

*** Draw outline
SE:r COLO 7
R I=l

·ro B

PLar (SX(I),SY(I)),

ET I
RETU

1930
1940
1950
196
197

***

Draw data lines
S~ COL
CL
FO J=A TO B-1 STEP 2
PLor ( X(J),SY(J)),(SX(J+l) ,SY(J+l))

19 0

~ EXT

J

ru

199
20(3

*** End of ASBU:X:KS ***

2010
2 2

REM

76

10
20

REM
REM

***

30
35

REM

Variables used in this nodule
x () ,y O ,x1 ,yl - coordinates
xmax,xmin,ymax,ymin - minimum and maximum of
the coordinates
t$ - disk titles
n,n$ - block number
count, cent - counters
p () ,q () ,d () - coor inates
vie v {) - data selections
vnum - number of views
div() - division factors for the data
Files used in this rro ule
filedim.dat;l - dimensions for the block file

40

R™
REM

45

REM

SD

REM

55

RFJ
REM

60

65
7
75
110

115

RF11
REM

REM

12
16
17
18

1

Several views of one Block

***

p ex;

DI

1

Initialize the program
1 VIE LK (VNlH IN$ I VIE'W () I DIV () )
p (125) ,Q (125) ,D (460) ,x (235) I y (235) ,Z (235) '

SX (235) , SY

19
2 0
21
22 0
230

T=l
0

***

R

240

245
25
255

26

I

***

(235)

NU =VNUI \ OCNT=l \ XROT=0 \ YROT=0
GOTO 77

Prompt t.o change diskettes

ET VIE/. 0 T '3,1,0,.625
VAL ( ) <17 THEN '!'$='Disk 2: Files #1' ELSE

T"" = Disk 3: File #2'
OSUB 79
Fill

C ·
.1

***

P

NT T$

Store block outline

&

centroids into arrays

p & q
270

2ae
290
300
310
320
330

$=•block' +NS+' .dat; 1 1
OP
'filedim.dat;l' FOR I PlJI' PS FILE #1
FO J=l TO VAL (N$}
INPUT il,R<Jt.l,COLLMN

EXT J
CLOSE #1
DIM #2,B(ROW,COWMN)

340

OPEN F$ FO

350

PNTl=B{0,l) \ PNT2=B(0,0)

INPUT AS FILE #2, VIRTUAL

360

FOR K=2 TO B(0,1)*2 STEP 2

370

P{COUNT)=B(0,K) \ Q{COONT)=B(0,K+l)

380

COUNT=COUNT+l

390

NEXT K

400

FOR J=l TO RJW

410

Ir' B (J ,2) <0 THEN GOTO 440

420
430

P(COUNT)=B(J,2) \ Q(COUNr)=B(J,3)
COUNT=COONT+l

440
450

NEXT J
REM

460

REM

***

Store the data into array d

77
470
48
490
500
510
52
530
540
550
5
57
580
585
590

FO

I=l TO NUM
FOR J=l TO ROW
IF a(J,2),0 THEN GOTO 520
D(Ix:NT)=B{J,VIEW(I)) \ DIV(I)
DCNr=OCNT+l
NEA'T J

EXT I
CLOSE i2
RF.l l

REM *** Prompt to change disks
T$=' isk 1: Program' \ GOSUB 790
CLEAR
PRINT T$
*** Set u the viewports and window parameters
OCNT=l
COUN'I'=PITTl+P£'11'2*2 \ SET POSITICI-J (.15,0)

600

LA=l
610
620
630
640
650

IF UM=2 TI
GOTO 650
IF NUM=4
lEN GOTO 690

SE VIE\VPORT , 1, 0 ,. 625
CLEAR
OSUB 94
GOSUB 1050 \ GOSUB 3000 \ GOTO 1830
s~vr VI
PORT 0'. 45, .1,. 5 \ SET Wit.JIX.MT 0, 1, 0' 1 \
CLEA1

GOSUB 940
GOSUB 105
GOSUB 3000
SE VIE
RT .55,1,.1,.5
SET WINIXW 0,1,0,l
OSUB 940
GOSUB 105
LA=2 \ GOSUB 3000 \ GOTO
183
ST VI rf>}{()T ,.45,.335,. 625 \SET WIN00\1 0,1,0,l

560
670
68
0

\ CLEAR

70
710
720
73

740
750
760

GOSU 940
GOSUB 1050
GOSUB 3000
S · VI iPORT • 55, 1,. 335,. 625 \ SET WINro~
0 ,1, 0,1
GOSUB 940
GOSUB 105~
LA=2 \ GOSUB 3000
s~r VIEWPORT 0,.45, 0,.29 \ S~"T WINI:X:Jtj 0,1,0,1
GOSUB 940
GOSU 1050 \ I.A=3 \ GOSUB 3000
s~r VIE\h/PORT .55,1,0,.29 \ SET WINIXJ.~ 0,1,0,1
GOSUB 940
GOSUB 1050 \ LA=4 \ GOSUB 3000 \ GOTO
1830

770

RESUME

78 0

REM

790
800
810

RFJv1

820
830
840
850

860
870
880

*** Prompt to change diskettes

CLEAR
SET CHARACTER SIZE .03,.05
ST POSITICN (.05,.7)
GRAPHIC PRINT 'Replace
the disk in drive 2'
SET POSITION (. 08,. 5) \ GRAPHIC PRINT 'with 1
SET COLOR 6 \ SET PCEI'f!Cl'l (.24,.5)
GRAPHIC PRINT T$
SET COLOR 7 \ SET CllA.RAC'rER SIZE 1.6/80,1/24 \
SET POSITICN (.15,.2)
GHAPHIC PIUNT 'Press <'
SET COLOR 2 \ SET POSITICl-J (.29,.2) \GRAPHIC
PRINT 'RETURN'
s~r COLOR 7 \ SET POSITICl'J (.41,.2)

78

910

GRAPHIC PRINT '> when ready to continue'
CALL INKEY (A$) \ IF A$="" THEN GOTO 900
IF A$=CHR$ ( 13) THEN CLFJ\R \ PHIITT \ PRIN"f T$ \

920

RETURN
PRI1'1!' CHR${7) \ GOIU 900

890
900

930

REM

940

REM *** Subroutine to transfer fX.'ints from

950
960
970
98
990
1000
1 10
102
1030

p,q
arrays to x,y,z arrays
FOR I=l TO PNTl
X(I)=P(I) \ Y(I)=Q(I) \ Z(I)=0
NEXT I
ICNT=PNTl+l
OR I=P l+l TO PNTl+P'~T2*2 STEP 2
X(I)=P{ICNT) \ Y(I)=Q(ICNT) \ Z(I)=0
X(I+l)=X(I)
Y(I+l)=Y(I) \ Z(I+l)=D(IX:NT)
OCNT==OCNT+l \ ICNI'=ICNT+l
NEXT I

104.:1

RETURN

1 50

XMAX=0 \

Xr1IN=l

Yi1l\X=0 \

YMil\l=l \ ZMAX=0 \

z.MI ~=l

1060
107
1 80
1090
1100
1110

1120
113
1140

REM

*** Find the maximum and minimt..nn or each axis
FOR I=l TO COUNT
I X (I) )Xl\ll\X ~ XMAX=X (I)
IF X(I)<XMIN THEN XML~=X(I)

1

IF Y(I)>~~ TH N YMAX=Y(I)
IF Y (I) <YMIN TI
YMIN=Y (I)

Ir Z(I)>ZMAX THEN ZMAX=Z(I)
IF Z (I) <ZMIN THEN ZMIN=Z (I)
NEXT I

1150
1160 REM
1170 RE - *** Centering points x,y,z
118
XCENTER=(XM!>J<+XMIN)/2
1190
YCE TER=(YMAX+YMIN)/2
1200
ZC ITER= (ZMAX+ZMIN) /2
1210
FOl I=l TO COUNT
1220
X(I)=X(I)-XCENTER
1230
Y(I)=Y(I)-YCENTER
1240
Z(I)=Z(I)-ZCENTER
NEXT I
1250
1260 REM
1270 REM *** Initialize the 3-d drawings
1280
RHO=l \ D=l00 \ THETA=-90+YRar \ PHI=80+XRar
1290 REM
1300 REM *** Convert object coordinates to eye and screen
coordinates
1310
1lIE'rA=(PI/180)*'nlETA
1320
PHI=(PI/180)*PHI
1330
Sl=SIN(THETA) \ Cl=COO(THETA)
1340
S2=SIN(PHI) \ C2=Ca3(PHI)
1350
FOR I=l TO COUNT
1360
XE=-X(I)*Sl+Y(I}*Cl

79

1370
YE=-X(I)*C2-Y(I)*Sl*C2+Z(I)*S2
1380
ZE=-X(I)*Cl*S2-Y(I)*Sl*S2-Z(I)*C2+RHO
1390
SX(I)=D*XE/ZE
1400
SY(I)=D*YE/ZE
1410
NEXT I
1420 REM
1430 REM *** Center screen coordinates
1440
SXMAX=0 \ SYMAX=0 \ SXMIN=l \ SYMIN=l
1450
FOO I=l TO COUNT
1460
IF SX(I)>SXMAX THEN SXMAX=SX(I}
147
IF SX (I) <SXMIN THEN SXMIN=SX (I)
1480
I SY(I)>SYMAX THEN SYM'\X=SY(I)
1490
IF SY (I) <SYMIN THEN SYMIN=SY (I)
1500
EXT I
1510

152
153
1540
155
1560
157
1580
159
16 · 0
1610
162.
1630
1640
165
1660
1670

M

*** Scaling the coordinates
FOR I=l TO COUNT
SX{I)=SX(I)+ABS(SXMIN)
SY (I) =SY (I) +ABS (SYMIN)
A=ABS (SXMIN )+SX1'1AX \ B=ABS(SYMIN)+SYMAX
IF >B THEN N3=A .t;LSE AB=B
IF AB=0 THEN AB=.001
SX(I)=SX(I}/AB \ SY(I)=SY(I)/AB
EXT I

***

Drawing the graph
GOSUB 169'3
LOT \ CL=2
GOSUB 1760
RETURN

1680

REM

1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880

REM

1890

***

Draw outline

SET COLO

7

I=l TO PNTl
PLar (SX(I),SY(I)),
NEXT I
FOl

~~

REM

*** Draw data lines
SET COLOR CL
FOR J=PNTl+l TO PNTl+PNT2*2 SfEP 2
PLar (SX(J),SY(J)),(SX(J+l),SY(J+l))
NEXT J
RETURN
REM
REM *** Menu F

REM

R=0 \ R$=="" \ CNT=l \ XROT=0 \ YROT=0

SET VIEWPORT 0, 1,0 I .625
REM
REM

*** Print
SET COLOR 7

the menu

80

1900
1910
1920
1930

SET WRITifl(; MODE 4
SET POSITICl~ (.02,.96) \ GHAPHIC PRINT 'Spin:'
SET POSITICJ.J (.3,.96) \GRAPHIC PRINI' 'Tip:'
S£T COLOR 2 \SET POSITION (.62,.96) \GRAPHIC

1950

SET COLOR 7 \ SET

PRINT 'EXIT'
PRIITT

1960
1970
1980
1990

$=""
CALL INKEY (A$) \ IF A$="" '!HEN 1980
R=0 \

IF A$=CHR$(13) THEN Garo 2040
IF A$>='0' AND l\$<='9' CR A$='-' ThlEN GOTO 2100
IF A$=CHR$(155) THEN
PRINT CHR$(7) \GOTO 1980
REJ1
IF R$=" '' THEN Garo 1980

R=VAL(R )
I R<=360 AND R>=-360 AND CNT=l THEN Garo 2150
IF R<=360 A.ND R>=-360 AND CNT=2 THEN XROI'=R \
GCYI'O 2170
SET
ITH.(; l'-00 8 \ SET POSITION (XPOS,.96) \
GRAPHIC P It-Ir R$
SET WHITI~ MOOE 4 \ GOTO 1970

2 80
2 90
2100
211
2120
2130

REM
R$=~$+A$

IF CN'f=l THEN XPOS=.18 ELSE XPOS=.42
SET POSIT!
(XPOS,. 96) \ GRAPHIC PRINT R$ \ GOTO
198

2140
215

REl1

2160
2170
2180
3000
3010
3020

~,

3030
3031
3040
3041
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100

{. 7,. 96) \ GRAPHIC

REM

2~00

2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070

'>I

POSITICl~

YRCYI'=R \ CNT=CNT+l \SET POSITICN (.42,.04) \
Garo 1970
I ' NUM=l THEN CLEAR \ GOSUB 1270 \ GOTO 184'3
IF NUM=2 OR NUM=4 THEN CLEAR \ Garo 600

REM
SET COLOR 7 \ SET CHARACTER SIZE .04,.08
IF VIE'W(IA)>3 AND VIE\N(I.A)<l0 THEN GRAPHIC PRINT
'Pop.'; (VIE'W (I.A)-4) *5+1980
IF VIE'w(I.A)>9 AND VIEW(I.A)<l6 THEN Garo 3031 ELSE
GOTO 3040
GRAPHIC PRINT 'Income'; (VIE't\T(IA)-10) *5+1980
IF vrgw(I.A)>l5 AND V!Sw{IA)<22 THEN Garo 3041
ELSE GOTO 3050
GHA.PIIIC PRINT 'Housing'; (VIEW(LA)-16)*5+1980
IF VI~Al(LA)>3 AND VIEW{LA)<22 '!'HEN SET CHARACIBR
SIZE .02,.041667 \ RETURN
IF VIEW(IA)-22=0 OR VIEW(LA)-29=0 'rHEN I.A$='HBW'
IF VIEW (LA)-22=1 ffi VIE,W (IA)-29=1 TiiEN
I.A$='HBnW'
1
IF VIEW (I.A)-22=2 ffi VIE\-J (IA)-29=2 TiiEN IA$= 1 NHB
IF VIEW{IA)-22=3 OR VIEW(LA)-29=3 THEN LA$='Dis'
IF VII=,W (LA)-22=4 OR VIEVJ (I.A)-29=4 TiiEN IA$=' Air'
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311

IF VIEW (lA)-22=5 OR VIEW (IA)-29=5 THEN

I.A$='Univ'
3120

IF VIE:W (L.h.)-22=6 00

VIE\~

(LA)-29=6 THEN

I.A$='Total'
3130

IF VIEW (LA) >21 AND VIE\"1 (LA) <29

THFJ~

GRAffiIC PRINT

'Trip Generated: ';LA.$
3140

IF VI

3150

'Trips Attracted: ';I.A$
SET C
CTER SIZE .02,.041667 \RETURN

' (I.A)> 28 AND VIE\"/ (LA) <36 THEN GRAPHIC PRINT

APPENDIX C
MAI~'TENANCE

OF IBE PR(X;RAM

Programs That Created the Files
This program uses two different types of files:
Sequential files and virtual array files.

Records in a

sequential file are stored in the order in which they were
enter d.

With virtual array files, any element can be

accessed individually by specifying the subscript value of
the array ele ent desired.
a

ASIC

rogram.

All the files were created by

The file and the program that created it

have the same narre except for the three letter abbreviation
following the period.

This abbreviation distirxjuishes the

file from the Basic program.
A description and explanation of the files and
BASIC programs follow:
Menul.bas and Menul.dat
Menul.dat is a sequential file containing the
coordinates to plot the outline of Orange Cotmty.

The

first coordinate is located at the nortlrwest corner of the
col.D"lty and the coordinates continue in a clockwise
direction.

In the program Menul.bas, the horizontal

coordinates range form zero to forty-eight and the vertical
82

83

coordinates frcrn 0 to 30.

These coordinates were divided

by 48 and 30 respectively, before being stored in the data
file.

The screen viewport requires the coordinates to

range from zero to one.
Grid.bas and Grid.dat
Grid.dat contains the coordinates to draw the
tx:>undaries of the 31 blocks.

This file is also a

sequential file.. The data is again divided by the
constants 48 a d 3

before the coordinates are stored in

the data file.
Lake.bas and la.ke.dat
Lake.bas created a sequential data file that

houses the coordinates for the outline of Lake Ap::>pka.
The method of conversion is the same as used in the
previ.o us two programs.

Blocknurn.bas and blocknum.dat
When combining graphics with text, the machine must
be told the location to print the text.

The range of

position coordinates is equivalent to the graphics coordinates.

Blocknum.dat contains the coordinates for print-

ing the block number in or near the appropriate block.
The block numbers are generated by a FOR ••• NEXT loop in
the TPRa:; program.

This data file is a sequential file.
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Filedim.bas and f iledim.dat
The virtual array files must be dimensioned
whenever they are used.

This file contains the dimensions

of all the virtual array files used in the program.

The

BASIC program that created this sequential file opens the
data file, reads the dimensions from a Di\TA statement and
stores the dimensions in the data file.
Zonelist.bas and zonelist.dat
Several traffic zones appear in more than one
block.

To notify the user of this fact, the number of

each block the traffic zone appears in is printed when the
zone is displayed.

This file contains those zones that

fall in more than one block and the nunbers of all the
blocks it appears in.

Notice that a semi-colon is used to

separ te the block numbers.

This is also a sequential

file.
Datamax.bas and datamax.dat
The PR0/35
from 0 to 1.

requires that all coordinates rarx.Je

In order to comply to this restriction, each

data choice is divided by the largest am:>unt for that
choice.

In this way the pror:ortion between the arounts is

maintained from zone to zone and the data value has been
converted to an amount between 0 and 1.
This sequential file stores the maximum aroc>unt for
each data choice.

When a data selection is made, this
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file is searched for the correct maximum and as the data
is read into the machine from the file disk, the value
captured from this file is divided into the data.
Threed.bas and threed.dat
The coordinates for the outline of Orange County
and the coordinates for all 460 centroids are stored in
this file.

The purpose of this file is to reduce the

w it for the drawing of the 3-D Orange County Map.

By

already having these points collected and ready for
processing, there is no need to search all 31 block files
and the file menul.dat to gather this information.
the

pro~ ra

When

is running, this information is transfered to

another file, center.dat;l, along with the data values
divided by a maximLDTI.

The file center.dat;l is then used

in the calculations for the drawing of the 3-D Orange
County Map.
is killed.

Upon exiting this graph the file center.dat;l
The

file threed.dat;l is preserved for use

again with new data.
Blockl.bas ••• Block31.bas and Blockl.dat ••• Block31.dat
Each

of the block files was created by a separate

BASIC program to simplify adjustments when the program was
first being developed.

Savi~

these BASIC programs allows

greater flexibility in further changes to the block
files.
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The block files are virtual array files such that
each row in the array contains information about one traffic zone.

The colunns are designated specific information

about the zones.

The BASIC programs that created these

files stores the infon. ation atout the zones in grou.fl3.
For instance, all zone nLUnbers are stored first, the data
is stored by type and the last information stored into the
array is the block information.
The block files contain the following information
for each zone: zone nLUnber, nLUnber of points in the outline of the zone, centroid coordinates, {X)pulation, averag,e i come, and nLUnber of

housi~

uni ts for the years

1980 , 1985, 1990, 1995, 2 00, 2005, trip generations and
attractions for home base work, ho Je base not work, nonhome base, Disney, airport, university, and total trips,
coordinates to print the zone nLUnber, flag to indicate
overflow into another block, and the coordinates for the
outline of the zone.
Bditing the Sequential Files
The following is the procedure for editing the
sequential files.

1. Start-up the system as described in the User' Guide
through loading PRO/BASIC.

2. Place the diskette, Files Program Disk into drive 2.
Remember to place the diskette upside-down into this
slot.
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3. Call the BA.SIC file you want to edit by preceding its
name with the corrmand

OLD.

4. Replace the old data in the DATA statements to the
data you wish to include.
5. Kill the old version of the data file by typing 'KILL

<the file name including version number>'
6.

un the BASIC program by typing in RUN.

If you wish to save the program with the changes
you have just made, type SAVE.

The comIXJter will assign

your program a new version number.
Editing the Virtual Array Files
There are two methods for editing the virtual array
files.

Both r

uire krowledge as to the structure of the

Figure 3 on page 20 is a merrory map of the vir-

arrays.

tual array files.

Each colLUTUl in the array is designated

specific information and each row is one traffic zone.
The exception is row zero.

Row zero is reserved for

information concerning the block as a whole.
The first method for editing the files is as
follows:
1. Follow the start-up procedure through loading PRO/

BASIC.
2. Place the Files Program Disk into drive 2, upsidedown.

3. Call the program that created the file by using the
comnaoo OLD followed by the file name.
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4. Revise the DATA statements at the end of the program.
Use the program listing to help you locate the 111\TA
statement to make the revisions.
5.

Kill the old version of the file using the corrmand KILL
followed by the file name in single quotes.

6. Run the program by typing in the word RUN.

7. Save your new program by typinj SAVE.
The second method directly accesses the data file.
This method requres that you write a short program to open
the data file and write in the changes you want to make.
The opening of a virtual array file follows the same procedure as opening a sequential file with the exception of
a DIM statement which must precede the OPEN statment.
This dimension statment must include the channel number,
the array name, and its dimensions.
To assign a value to an element in the file,
locate the element using its subscripts on the left of an
assignment statement and the assigned value on the right.
For example:
30 B (3,4)=345

would change the 1980 {X)p..ilation for the third traffic
zone in the file to 345.

Keep in mind that any changes in the number of rows
and/or columns to a file also requires cha03ing the dimension statement of the file.

These changes must also be

reflected in the sequential file f iledim.dat.
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